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DESIGN: F OR 'WRITI NG-TABLE AND
BOOKCASE.
BY

:rrr.

I·r having been my

lot ·while staying
in 'expensively and
otherwise well-fur-

nished houses, to
suti'er such physical
ancl mental torture,
-owing to the inadequate and often
total absence of
some simple and
compact arrangement for holding
books and writing
materials, that in
self-de.fence I have
been compelled to
~volve a piece of
furnitme for this
purpose, of which
the accompanying
design will give a
fair idea. I feel
.''mre it would be a
welcome addition to
most households, as
it is well adapted to
the requirements of
.every-day life; could
be obtained at a
moderate price, and
would, doubtless; be
within the capabilities of numerous
amateur readers of
WoRK, with clever
fingers and a taste
for cabinet-making.
Though it is the
lot of only a few to
.ndd to their income
hythepen, yet everyone has more or less
writing to do, and
·it is a priceless boon
to have one's books
(those companions
of prosperous and
c v il days, and sooth-ers of our idle honrs)
dose at band, in:-;tead of-a~ they
oftl:!n are- difficult
of access when we
lllOst rcr1uire them.
Happily, there are
few of us in this en1ightened nineteenth
centttry, with "souls
so dead" tha.t we
'ltave no favourite
~Lt tthors to whom
from time to time:

·we may tum for amusement, guidance, and almost any room. " 'ltct·c tl•c eost. Jfecd not
Le consitlerec.l, lltO.ltn.~nlly, wnl11ut, or :-;at.iucomfort.
· Here, then, is a de::;ign of a Uf'>E'fnl and wood may be employed i11 it:> coustrudiou;
handsome piece of furnitur~, appropl'in.te to but if it is necessa ry to wac :ti~u c~ coltomy, l
\\'onld sug-gt;st d <;al,
..... ....... .. .. '. ... . '
siutply stainec l <>t'
· .· .··~
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CllfLlll eiJe,l ill SOllll:
... ~·· · · ~ ,.~
...
:;;ni table :-;ltn.tlc. ln
tlte la ttcr :d tt:mn.tivc, 1 eau persmmlly
rcc·OllllltelHI tlw exeullcnt
J<'oo-ehow
<:nmncl paints of
l\lex"' t·s. :.\Iaq 'l1 0 1'!-i( >n
&_ Uo., .1 \.ttoLt :Mill,
.\htnchc:stur, owi11g
t11 their qnick clryillg qnalit.ie:-;, atul
tl1u large raugu of
c·olours to :-;\.llec;t
... .•
fron1.
TJt eitltcr
'·nse, bra,;s fittings
I.,,. tlw tlrawcrs
:-.lt <lldd he n ...;cd. The
:i(j>·:t;:
....~
... -~-.
lli lll\"11:-;iOIIS Jl) ust, of
...... ..
·.
.4. •(!. ·=·. =·.·:;• ·t~ Jil'SC, <lepell<lupoll
:·.:
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i 11d i \'id tt:\l C: llll vc.mit• ll CL! ; }Jllt if OliC of
1ht:: reecsses found
<,n <·ither side of the
Jirqdacc in many
J":)()m:; is utilisccl for
tlli,; piece of fnmi t.Ltre, the
·width
,,·onlcl then regulate
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the size.

rrlw table ('011 tains six
~mall
drawer:-; and ono
large one. 'l'hefronts
of the forrner f1>ld
down, an< l n.ru Ji rmly seenrcd, t h u:-;
sen·ing thL\ tlou I.> le
purpose of lit•rat·y
:o;tep,; tH" slt eh·ex.
'J'Iw lc)llg' 0 11 0 is
cliYi1led into clitl"crt•nt en Ill partnJCnts
t\l suit the variou::;
];:in• b nf ]i:lf>er,
l" •::-ta 1 . \\T::l pJ•Cr:-;,
h· lt-.~r:·l ph 11' l o I'll! s,
et.-., whiel1 are cun~ t:l1J t ],,· llL!t•de<l, nntl
:.:n :- hc>nld nh,·:lys ln;
dlb0aLllnnd. l'uder
t lto: :;lopinglhp.
:-:p:tr.e is 1\'l't for
l'i:t.-·ing letter...; :ulll
p:lp<.•rs tllJI:tllllph: kd.

A Writing Table, Book shelves, and Cupboards iu Combination.
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ENGINE AND B-oiLER MANAGEMENT.

the top of th e table, when not in use ; but
as the ollject has been to minimise the
cost as far as po~s ible, this is not shown in
the illustration.
The two ::-mall eu pboards are respecti \'ely
for the inkst-and n.nd pens, stamps, etc.
The la.rg~r ones hold a lamp and different sn pphes, such as paste, gum and the
ink bottle.
'
The lower shelf is concealed by a curtain
of plush, or . other appropt·iate material,
attaehed by rings to a brass rod. This
forms a convenient receptacle for the various
small articles \vhich accumulate aronnd one
-~or instance, pen and papar· lmives, scissors,
twme, rulers, etc. The central compa.rtment
and the shelf above are for books of reference ; and the upper portion is divided into
china ca.binets wit.h g la1.ed doors. There is
a niche between for bust, bronze, or any
suitable ornameut.

- -- •++-- - ENGI~E AXD BOIIJER llB.NAGEMENT.
BY M. POWIS BALE, M.INST.M.E.,
~\. :II.I~ST.C.E.,

A ·uthor of" A Handl,o•>k for Steant Users," "Wood·
working Jfachine-rp," '· Stone-~vorking l>Iachinery,"
•· Pwnp$ WL<l Pumping,".etc.
RuLEs FOR ExGI~E DRIVERs AND BoiLER
ATTENDANTS.
STE"\~f BOILER FEEDING- lNCRUS'rATION IN STEAM
BOILEHS- FIRE B.\RS WARPING, F.TC.-CON·
J)ENSED STEA:U IN PIPF.S- Pln:UING OF STEAM
BorLERS-PLt:GGIXG LEAKY TunEs- DRA\VING
T uBES-GRINDING IN C OCKS-FIRING STEAM
BOILERS.

I SHALL now continue my remarks on this
subject and complete them in another paper.
It may be as well to say that Rules 1-18
were dealt with in page 229 (et seq.) and
Rules I ~)- 30 in page 290.
31. Ste.cun Bo£ltr .Feed-ing.-In working
steam boilers, a certain and constant supply of
water is of very great importance. It should
be as hot as can be forced into the boiler.
In small powers the pump may be attached
to and worked by the engine, but with
large powers we prefer to have a separate
pump of simple constructioi1, such as the
d onkey pump, as, should the engine break
down, a supply of water may still be kept
up in the boilers. If a plunger pump is
used, care must be taken that the plunger is
a tight fit ; if it is worn, the pump may be
working without forcing any water into the
boiler, and should this not be detected,
dangerou::;ly low water may be the result.
Pumps for boiler feeding are best rnn at a
moderate rate of speed-say, a plunger speed
of about 300 feet per minute. se,·eral successful automatic self-feeding water supply
apparatus are also now in use. If feedwater is drawn directly from a river, a
strainer should in all cases be employed, as
dirt or sand may be drawn into the pump
and disable it. In large establishments, and
to avoid the chance of being laid idle, in
addition to the pump it is advisable to have
a second feeder ; for this purpose an injector
may be used. 1'he chief advantages of
URing an injcetor are that i.t may be worked
wit.hout running the steam-engine, and the
steam admitted to the injector IS condensed
and re-enters t he boiler, and from the
ab::;ence of working parts the wear and tear
is less than with a donkey pump. Injectors,
however, should be carefully managed, or
they m;ty give some t rouble.
I!l workmg injectors, which may be fixed
honzontally or vertically, a continuous supply of dry steam is necessary. This should
be regulated by a valve on the boiler or

steam-pipe.

The water supply must be
continuou~, and should not be hotter than
135 deg. Fabr. with low pressure, or 105 deg.
Fahr. wit}~ the h~ghest pressures. Injectors
may be hxed either above or below the
~vater supply, and they wil~ draw f~om two
feet to twelve feet, accordmg to size. An
injector has one advantage over a pumpthat is, it will usually stop forcing water
before the pressure in a boiler becomes dangerous, owing to a jambed safety-valve or
what not, whilst a pump will go on forcing
w~ter and rais.ing the pressure till the
bo1ler has to give way unless the valve is
released. An injector will not wot·k if
allowed to get hot or any dirt to get in· it ·
the suction-pipe should in all cases be fitted
with a nozzle. Suction and delivery pipes
should be kept as free from bends as possible, as the friction of the water through the
pipes is considerably increased by them.
Injectors, like pumps, must be kept very
c~ean, and all yipes and join~s perfectly
tight, or they will not work. It IS advisable
to fit injector and pump pipes with cocks
for draining off waste water; these will be
found particularly useful in case of frost.
For automatically regulating the water supply to about one level in the boiler-an
important factor in economical workingseveral plans have been introduced; one of
the simplest with which we are acquai!!_ted
consists in the arrangement of a sm·all
single-acting steam cylinder mounted on
the feed-chest, and having the piston-rod
connected to the feed-valve, which is kept
closed by the downward pressure of a spring
on the steam piston. A pipe connected to
the cylinder leads to the steam space of. the
boiler ; the lower end of this pipe is closed
by a valve, the spindle of which is connected to a counterbalanced lever having a
float suspended from one end. When the
float sinks below a certain point, the steamvalve opens and admits steam under the
piston, which, being forced up, admits water
into the boiler till the normal level is attained.
Sandy water should not be used as a feedwater, as it will rapidly cut the pump
plunger to pieces and jamb the valves.
32. Incrustation in 8team Boile.rs.-Dr.
J oseph Rogers, of Indiana, who has studied ·
closely the question of incrustation in steam
boilers, gives tannate of soda the preference
over any other preparation with which he
is acquainted for the chemical purification
of the feed-water, and it is without doubt
the principal ingredient of many of the
boiler-cleansing fluids sold, about which the
vendors profess to make a great secret.
The action of tannate of soda may be
described as follows : The tannates of lime
and magnesia are insoluble in water; hence
when tannate of soda is present the carbona.tes of lime and magnesia in the feedwater (and held in solution ther.ein by the
carbonic acid in the water) are precipitated
as they enter the boiler in the form of tan.nates of lime and magnesia. These compounds are not crystalline, pulver:ulent, and
heavy like the carbonates, but light, fiocculent, and amorphous, so that they do not
subside in the boiler, but are held in suspension in the circulating water, gradually
finding their way to the mud, collected,
from which they can be blown t>ut as may
be convenient. The soda of the decomposed
tannate of soda appropriaJ;es the carbonic
acid of the lime and ma(J'nesia, forming a
bicarbonate of soda, which in turn decomposes the troublesome sulphate of lime,
forming sulphate of soda, which remains in
solution, while the carbonate of lime formed
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is decomposed, as above stated, into taJfilate
by fresh portions of the tannate of soda I
present. The solvent action of the tannate
upon hardened scale is slow, but when the
boiler is once clear there is little doubt that
it is a most e~cellent preventive, and, unlike
other remedies used, it has no injurious
effect upon the iron of the boiler.
Numerous other.remedies have been used
to prevent incrustation, with varying success. Some of these we give herewith, but
it must be understood we do not in any way
guarantee their success. (l) Potatoes,~ of
weight of water, is said to prevel!lt adherence
of scale. (2) 12 parts salt, 2~ caustic soda, ·
t extract of oak bark, t potash. (3) Pieces
of oak-wood suspended in boiler and re- .
newed monthly. (4) 2 oz. muriate of ammonia in boiler twice a week. (5) A coating
3 parts of blacklead, 18 tallow, applied hot
to the inside of the boiler every few weeks.
(6) 12 lb. of molasses feel into an 8 horsepower boiler at intervals is said to ha,,e pre- "'
vented incrustation for six months. (7}
Mahogany or oak sawdust in small quantities. Use this with caution, as the tannicacid attracts iron. (8) Carbonate of soda.
(9) Slippery elm bark.- (10) Chloride of tin.
(11) Spent tanner's bark. (12) Frequent.
blowing off.
·
Hard feed-water containing lime, etc., may
be softened to a very considerable degree by
treating it with a mi.x ture of lime and soda,.
allowing the precipitate to settle before thewater is ltlsed. Th1s will largely prevent incrustatioh.
33. Fire-bars WaryJing, etc.-One of the·
reasons for grate-bars warping is insufficiency of air space between the bars ; thisshould be arranged to suit the fuel burnt, as
some coal requires much more air space thanothers. Another reason is that in many
boilers the fire-bar bearers are fitted close,
up to the bridge and head-plate, consequently hot ashes and clinkers accumulate,.
having no place to escape. This may be·
obviated by putting the bearers a short distance from the end of the bars, so that the'ashes, etc.~ have room to escape into the pit,.
Long fire-oars warp more than short ones,.
and thick bars more than thin ones. The air
spaces between the bars should .be wider at
the bottom of the bar than at the top, as.
this facilitates the admission of air and the
escape of q.shes. Air and water bars have 1
their advocates, and doubtless possess SOllJe
advantages; but the water-bar, although
long known, has made little progress,.
probably owing to the cost of maintenance and the danger arising should theyburn out or rupture suddenly. In burning·
anthracite coal, water hearths are used to·
some extent. A very great vaTiety of firebars have been introducedr but I cannot discuss their merits or demerits here ; it will
be sufficient to say that good fire~bars should; 1
give ample air spacet so that the amoll:nt <?f ·
oxygen necessary for- complete combustiOn IS. ~
readily distributed through the fire, and at
the same time should not be given to warp,.
and should be easily cleaned or renewed.
1
34. OondensedSteami'n Pipes, etc.-There ~
are two ways of effectively getting rid_of th.is ~
-viz., by using a steam trap for gettrng nd J
of the water after it is mader or by the use nf j
a steam separator which acts directly on the · ~
steam itself and r~lieves it of the water. To- · <
prevent radiation and reduce the amoun.t of 1
condensation to a minimum, all steam-ptpes. .c
should in the first place be car~ fully cover~ d
with some good non-conductmg composition such as silicate cotton, slag wool, or- ·-:
asb~stos. If .the engine is situated more ~
than 25ft. from the bgiler, it will be advis- 1
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able to fix a steam trap or separator in the
pipe. Choose a simple form of trap ; a good
one is arranged with a cam motion for
quick opening, combined with a loose valve,
which reduces the friction considerably and
renders it less liable to stick. We have recently seen a new form of separator in use
which appears to give capital results. It
consists, briefly, of a circular cast-iron
chamber with a branch connecting it to,
and forming part of, the main steam-pipe.
The steam on entering the chamber is conducted to one side by a partition narrowed
down at its orifice, so that in rushing in it
acquires a whirlwind motion at a high velocity. The particles of water being of
greater specific gravity than the vapour, are
thrown outwards and run down the sides of
the chamber, whilst the steam at the centre
of the vortex, free from water, passes to the
engine cylinder through a centre pipe provided for the purpose. This pipe is of
trumpet form. The condensed water collects at the bottom of the chamber, and is
released by a drain-cock. Expansion steamtraps should be used with caution.
Stop and starting valves should in all
cases be turned off or on gradua!ly, in the
first case not to stop the fl ow of steam suddenly and cause a recoil, and in the second
to allow the pipes to warm and gr:..dually
expand. We have known many cases of
fracture from steam being suddenly turned
into cold pipes. All steam-pipes should
have as few joints and elbows as possible ;
the pipe carrying the exhaust steam away
should be of ample size ; small exhaustpipes cause back pressure on the piston, and
consequent loss of power. The beats or
pulsatiOns made by the escape of the exhaust steam should be at re~ular intervals ;
if they are intermittent or uregular, steam
is probably passi11g the piston or slidevalve, which should be examined and adjusted. In conecting feed and steam pipes,
allowance
should in all cases be made for
•
expanswn.
35. Priminq of Steam Boilen-Priming
or "foaming,'~ or, in other words, the production of "wet'' steam, may generally be
said to arise from one of the following
causes :-(1) Want of steam space; (2) too
much water in the boiler; (3) dirty f~ed
water; (4) bad circulation of water or
badly-proportioned boiler ; (5) grease in the
lJoiler, and some kinds of boiler fluids, especially if put in in quant.ities, will cause
priming; (6) too much steam drawn from
the boiler, causing a whirling motion on the
water ; (7) by forcing the fire. The amount
of priming varies considerably with different boilers, and is to some extent under
the control of the attendant. Perforated
pipe~ or bafile-pl~t:tes will usually check
pnmmg to a certam extent, and a wooden
grating, fastened by chains, and allowed to
tloat on the water immediately under where
the steam is drawn from the boiler will
usually !>top priming almost entirely. '
36. Plugging Leaky Tubes.-Split or leaky
tubes may be plugged for temporary use
with iron or wooden plugs. Care should be
taken that the plu~s are not too ti~ht a fit
or .the evil may be mcreased in drivmg. I~
nsmg wooden plugs, unless the split is a
~o;hort one and at the extreme end of the
tube, it is a good plan to use two plugs,
<lriving. one in past the SJ>lit and another to
follow 1t. Iron plugs, wtth a collar on the
<me end to close the end of the tube, are
also used. Small leaks at the tube ends
may of~en be stopped by expanding the
tube wtth an expander, but care must be
taken that this operation is not c·arried too

far, or the tube may be split. Many boilermakers prefer to plug tubes with well-fitted
ferrules. The author has used the following
p!an with success, and can recommend it.
Make taper plugs of pipe about 4 in. long,
bore a hole through them, and drive them
in flush with the end of the tube. Take a
round rod or bar of wrought-iron, and
screw a thread on each end ; pass the bar
through the plugs, and put on saucer-shaped
washers :filled with red lead, to cover each
end of the tube . put on nuts and tighten up.
If tubes are p1ugged under steam, damp
down the :fire,with small coal, and close the
dampers.
Leaky feed-pipes, etc., may usually be
temporarily repaired by wrapping them
tightly round with narrow bands of canvas
coated with white lead. The bands should
be say, 3 in. wide, and overlap each other
haif way j they should be very tightly tied
on with waxed or tarred rope. Soft pine
wood is the best to use for pluO's, as the
water penetrates the pores of the wood,
causing it to swell, and the plug is thus held
firmly in position. Oatmeal or any similar
substance should not be introduced in a
boiler to stop leaks, as they clog the watergauge passases and valve-seats, which may
result m senous accident ; at the same time,
they are liable to cause priming.
37. .Drawing Tubes.-If the proper appliances are not to hand, drawing tubes is
often a troublesome job, from accumulation
scale of and other Gf1Uses ; but as a competent
engine driver should be able to draw a tube,
I give a note thereon. If the scale on the
tubes is very hard, it may be cracked off by
putting a red-hot bar into each tube before
drawing. In the first place, cut off or bend
in the ends of the tube, then pass a rodarranged with an eye at one end, and a nut
and strong steel washer at the otherthrough the tube ; if you cannot draw by
hand, fasten a pair of bloeks on to the eye,
and pull the tube out. Be careful not to
damage the tube-plate. Several handy appliances are now made for extracting ferrules.
38. Grinding in Cocks.-In case of leakage
of the various cocks, a boiler attendant
should be capable of setting them right by
re-grinding, unless they are very much
worn, when they should be renewed. If the
plugs are worn irregularly, draw-file them
first of all with a· smooth file as true as may
be, then take either flour of emery or powdered glass, and mix with oil, and grind in
the plug till it is a true fit, but not too tight,
or it will be more apt to stick when expanded by the heat. Do not use a file unless
absolutely necessary, and grease the cocks
well when replaced.
39. Firing St_eam Boilen-The economical
working and longevity of a steam boiler
depends, in the first place, largely on the
following points :-(1) The type of boiler
employed ; (2) how it is fixed ; (3) the fuel
and feed-water used. In selecting a boiler,
the chief points to bear in mind are what
kind of water and fuel it wi1l be necessary
to use. The feed-water should in all cases
be tested, and, if found impure, of course a
simple form of boiler, easily cleaned, should
be selected. In any case, for economical
firing-whatever type of boiler is seleetedthe author recommends the employment of
a fire-box or combustion chamber of am_ple
dimensions. There is little doubt that
hundreds of boilers are in use in which the
combustion chambers are far too cramped;
c<Dnsequently, to }feep -up a fair head of steam,
e;&ce,ssnre. fidn-g has to be resorted to, the
result bei'ng the reverse of economical, both
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as regards the consu mption of fuel and the
longevity of the boiler.
Having selected the best ty1pe of boiler
for the special purpose to which it has to be
put, the very important que;;tion presents
1tself, which is the best way of firing it-or,
in other words, the best way to consume
the fuel employed-so as to ensme perfect
combustion, at the same time securing the
large&t possible amount of du ty from each
ton of fuel employed 1 'fhe effective combustion of fuel may be said to d epend
chiefly on the following point~ :(1) Construction of tne combm:tion chamber or fire-box. (2) The admi~sinn of the
right quantity of air to the furnace. (3)
The proper regulation of the draught. (4)
Regular and even firing. (1) Many Cornish
.and Lancashire boilers l1ave been built in
which the combustion chamber has been
made much too shallow and of too small cubiccapacity, with intention, probably, uf bringing the fire as near the boiler as l)Ossiblc,
and thus extracting more heat from it.
This idea must be held to be altogether.·
wrong, as in the confined space the draught·
is much increased, and the heat, therefore,
is carried rapidly away. The small size of
the furnace also will not alll ow of the
perfect combustion of the various gases;
and, lastly, the fire itself comes in direct
contact with the boiler-plates, which should
be avoided. (2) '£he admission of the right
quantity of air to the furnace is a matter
of great importance, b ut one often neglected.
In the first place, care must be taken that.
sufficient air space between the fire-bars is
allowed. It is impossible, however, to lay
down an absolute rule as to what is the
proper amount of air space to :;;ecurc the
most perfect combustion, as mtH:h depends
on the nature of the fuel and the velocity
of the draught through ti1e flues ; but,
roughly speaking, an area of from five to
six square inches for each square foot of
grate surface should be provided. 'l'he air
admitted through the fire-bars is not, as
a rulersufficient to promote eiticient combustion, and air is usually admitted through
the door or bridge of the fmnace. The ·
author is of opinion that hot air admitted
from the bridge is efficacious in promoting
combustion and preventing smoke, ancL
several very excellent plans for supplying
and regulating the hot air a re in use.
Forcing a boiler has a tendency to produr:e smoke ; the great factor in perfect combustion I take to be plenty of grate area.
and combustion space. It must be borne in.
mind that when fuel in a furnace is in a .
state of combustion, it burns of the carbon
it contains only an amount proport-ionate to
the amount of oxygen that is brought in
contact with it. In order to enable that
combustion to take place, the oxygen must
be raised to a high temperature before it
will combine with the fluid carbon. If it
does not combine 'vvith the fluid carbon, it
drives the latter before it until it reaches
the outside air, and disperses in the form of
carbonic oxide or carbonic acid g-as, as the
case may be. Where the atmospheric ait·
(or oxygen) is admitted through the door
and front ba.rs of the grate, the velocity
of the draught is usually such as to drive
the atmospberie air straight over the bed of
the furnace, and, before it has reached a
degree of heat high enough to enable it to
combine with the fluid carbon evoh-ecl from
the coal, it is driven over the fire, and consequently, instead of combining witf1 tho
flmd carbon, it drives it to the upper air
nnconsumed. Various systems of mechanical
stoking have been introduced during late
•
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year;-;, in some ra:-;e;; with considerable desired spot, and a much less length of the brazed. Now provide a bit of pine wodtl to
suc:ce,:: ; but ex il£e!lCie:-; of space l)revent article has been heated than with the open burn over the joint; this is the substitute for
a blow-pipe: its purpose is to help heating
moro than a pas:jillg notice here. W 1atever fire.
kitttl of :-~toking i~ imrsuecl, it may be taken
To braze with the fire and the pipe in the upper side of the work, which it d oes
as :m axiom that the shallower the corn· combination is the speediest, but great care surprismgly well if properly managed. Now
bnstion chamber is, the lighter should be must be taken that the fire does not heat place the work over the centre of the fire,
the under side to burning before the pipe and blow, not too strongly; apply a little
t he fire in proportion.
- - •++
which is operating on the upper side has dry borax over· the wire, and take c.are to
1
'l ' HE SAl<'E'f Y BICYCLE : I TS PRAC· mD;de the solder run. Brazing by this re- hold the work so that the solder inside the
Tl CA.L CONSTRUCTIOK E TC.
qtures, of course, the fan forge, ~nd alsC? a tube does .not run out. Now, while blow~
'
separate bellows for the blow-pipe, wh1ch ing, place the bit of wood over the joint,
BY A. ::s. P.
means a lot of money, and need not be when it will burn fiercely, and throw its
BllA7.lNG FRAlfE-BUAZl~G \H'rH FrnE- BRAZING adopted if the blo,v-_t>ipe alone is of sufficient flame downwards on the work. ·when the
w1m BLOW-PIPE- BRAZING WITH FmE AND
capacity. Thomas Fletcher, of Warrington, under side gets nearly up to white heat, tum
l)rrE-BnAzi~G: How noNE- SnrPLEBnAZrnos supplies a blow-pipe and foot bellows suit- the work over, and apply more borax to the
-SocKET JoiN'rs-Pn.EcAt=rroNs IN BRAZING- able for bicycle work, the price for the two upturned side, and keep the wood still burnBn.~-zrNG LuG Ol!' RANDLE-B.\r.-Bnatm WonK. being about 50s.
He also sells the carbon ing, In a few minutes the wire will run
WB have now arrived at the brazing of our bricks. Now, as I use only the charcoal and disappear, and a yellow flame will iudifrnme. By brazing is meant hard soldering- forge for brazing, I will describe the process cate that the spelterinside has also dissolved.
ot· bmss soldet·ing, as it is called. Brass usually followed.
The instant the wire disappears lift the
solder is not merely brass filings, as many
Suppose you are ready to begin brazing, work from the fire, and hold 1t so that the
imagine, a lthough :,oft brass filings may be you provide yqurself with epelter and bora.x, spelter in.<>ide will settle in the bottom,
used. for that purJ?OSe. ~razing metal is the bor9:x, which is bought in a powdered which is the solid tenon. Throw a little ·
~pe<' tally prepared for brazmg, and the pro- state, bemg used to act as a fiux to make common salt over the heated part, then
portions, as given in "Spon, ., are : copper 2 1 the spelter penetrate the joint. We will scrape off all scale with a bit of iron, which
parts, zinc 1 part. Brazing may be done , take the ~implest joints first.
1 will leave the work much easier to file up
with a tire only, ·w ith
---afterwards.
To
a ~ l ow-pip~ only.
cool the work, it
or w1t h both m cmuFig. 2·1-.
should stand till the
binatiou. }'or my
red heat disappears ;
own part, I use n
then it should be
chnrcoal fire only.
dipped in and out of
mt.-;:ug the " ' liH t
water several times,
with n, small fail
or water allowed
worked hy n lenr.
to trickle on to it
The forge, " ·ith it·:
--till nearly cold. If
wheelge~u· and iit..
.. A
it were left to cool
Pig-.26.
without water, the
fa,n, co:;t me £3 5-.
Cuarcoal is prefe;· ·
Fig. 25•
·
thin tube would be
a.ble as a fuel, as it
cold long before the
g ives greater heat
solid part at the
than coal, and ha.-;
joint, and the tube
little or no smoke.
would be found to
The mischief of
.Fig. .27.
be hard and brittle :
bmzing 'vith a fir:·
so in cooling witli
only is that t he
water the object is
under side of tL-::
Fig. 28.
to cool down the
part being brazel:
solid parts as quickly
gets more heat than
as the tube. The
the nppe::, wherea.~
two joints ou this !
the lteu.t should be
part of the frame
equal all round.
would
both
be
The m ischief, there.A
8
brazed at once, as,
for~, ~0 h gbuard Fig. 2'1.-Pletcher's Blowpipe. Fig. 25.-Fletcher's Bellows. Fig. 26.-Bra.ke I.ever Lug : full size. behing
soh near_ each
0
~gamst lS t e · u rnFig. 27.-Fork Ends for Brake: full size. Fig. 28.- Coll.a.r for Brake Tube : fUll size.
~ er, t e~e IS no
1og of the tubes
difficulty m heaton the under side before the upperside I We will go back to Fig. 1, which accom- ing U:R both at once; the thing to wa.tch
is sufliciently heated to make the brazing panies the first paper of this series (page 33) is to have both up to the same degree
metal or spelter run. If a tube, which is at and where the parts are all lettered, or if you of heat, so that the wires on both will go
best but 1\r in. thick, gets partially burned, have a working drawing prepared and let- simultaneously. Another simple brazi~g
or even blistered, it is practically ruined for tered, as directed in a former paper, you will joint is the T -piece to the handle bar. Th1s,
it~ purpo3e, and had better be thrown aside. fincl the tubes E and F converge at the rear of course, must previously be set to the
To braze without a. fire requires a good forked stamping. Here we have two joints angle shown in Fig. 1, formed by K, the exstrong blow-pipe.."·it~ a. . ga;; supply of not which are about the easiest to braze in the tension tube, and L, _t~e handle bar. H ere
less tban ~ m. p1pc, 111S1de measure. The whole frame. There are a pair of these V- there are also two JOmts, but they are so
blow-pipe, as most folks are ::~.ware, is feel shaped parts of the frame~ and, assuming that close together that they are bra.ze~ as one.
with gas (common hou::;e gas) and air in they are properly- fittea, both set at the The extension tube, K, must be pmned to
combination, the air serYing to intensify the same angle, and pmned ready for brazing, fill the T -piece_, and that _piece to the handle
gas finme ; the air blast is produced by a all screwed holes with moistened clay-pipe- bar; bits ot wire are tled ~oun~ as before,
bellowf:, and the blast must be sufficiently clay will do ; tie a bit of No. 16 soft brass and spelter and borax apphed m. the sa~ne
strong to make the most of the gas combined wire round both tubes just over the joints, way. Care should be taken to t1lt t~e JOb
with i t in pro~lncinj!" beat.. .
moiste~ a little of the powd_ered borax iJ:!. a in such a way on. the fi~e that ~h.e Wire ~n
'l'o braze With a blow-p1pe only, a carbon dish w1th water to the cons1stency of thick the handle bar will run mto the J<?mt. Th1s
brick or a lump of good charcoal is placed cream drop a little of this into each tube, part will heat up and b~ze very qmckly, there
beneath thejoint to be brazed. The 1Jlow-pipe, along ~ith as much spelter as a threepenny- being . hardly any . soh~ metal_. A. ~ather
if €'1-ficient, will heat up the metal to a proper I bit would lift, and let them settle on the more difficult brazmg 1s the tnple JOmt at
d egree in a few minutes, n1so the charcoal ' solid·tenons inside the tubes. Having made the front fork crown. The two fork ends
block, thus ~)ra~tically heating the metal all a small clear fire of charcoal, p~ace the work ~Fig. 20, pa.ge 308) should first ~e l?razcd
round. Tins 1s the cle:mcst a.nd safest i over it, beat up the parts a httle, and put m to the lower fork ends before pmmng_ on
method of brazino·, as the upper side is, if 1 some of the moistened borax just over the to the crown piece. These ends, after hem~
anything, heated i~ n higher degree tha.n the ~ brass wire at the joints ; the steel should be brazed, should also ~e filed up abnd ~ored
\mdet·, and if it is rcmond as soon as the ; hot enough to make the borax fizzle, and it, for the axle, afper which they may .e pmne
spelter runs th ere is no danger of burning; in conjunction with the borax inside the to t he crown_jnece, as al~o .the st.eerm~ tube,
the heat also has been concentrated on the 1 tube, will run in all over the 'parts to be G (Fig. 1). These three JOmts wtll be neated
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and brazed all at once, with the forks lying
on the fire edges up and the steering tube
somewhat elevated ~o that the solder inside
it may lie at the b~ttom, where it is wante~.
The two forks which are now closed at the1r
lower ends,sh~uld have each~ SIJ?allventilatin{J' hole bored and before pmmng on, each
fo~k should h~ve some moist borax and
spelter placed inside · the vent holes are
to allow the steam to'. e~cape. Tie bits of
wire round all three JOmts as before, and
have a bit of wood at least 3 in. broad to
burn over. Turn the job upside down, as
before, to prevent burnmg, which would be
sure to happen before the upper side was
hot enough to dissolve the wires. The
object of turning over is to get the cold side
heated up, as the other, the upturned hot
side bein[ kept so by the aid of the burning
wood. \ivith a blow-pipe all these joints
would be done separately one after the
other, and no wood used. t would strongly
advise any one attempting the brazing of a
piece of work such as this, if he can at all
afford it, to provide himself with a good
blow-pipe and foot blower. There is then
no risk of burning, the work is much cleaner,
and much easier filed up afterwards. I n
the illustrations accomp~nying this chapter,·
Fig. 24 is Fletcher's No. 8 c blow-pipe,
price !Os. 6d. This pipe, with a sufficient
supply of gas and air, is ample for all the
brazing of a bicycle frame.
Fig. 25 is Fletcher's 9 c foot blower, No. 5,
for supplying air to the above b!ow-pipe.
I t is pnced in his list at 35s.
We have two small simple brazings in our
frame before we tackle the socket jointsnamely, the two small cross-pieces on the
forward ends of the lower rear tubes, E.
These pieces are not at ri~ht angles with the
tubes, but slope a little oackwards, as will
be seen by reference to Fig. I , and in detail,
Fig. 5 (page H>8). These two pieces should
be brazed into their tubes before the latter
are brazed into the rear fork stamping. Now,
as to the socket joints. We have six of these
-two at the steering barrel, two at the bottom bracket, one at the top of tubeD (Fig. 1),
and one on the front of seat pillar socket.
Four of these joints are It in. tube, let into
the sockets, and two are t m., also in sockets.
The inside of all the soc'Kets should be bored
out clean~ and the tubes outside, for an inch
of their length, cleaned by filing ; also when
the tubes are all fitted in t heir pla.ces, that
part of the frame, when laid over the fullsize working drawin~, should coincide exactly. Before pinnmg these joints, care
mm;t be taken that the frame is out of twist
-that is, the barrel part and the bent tube,
D part must be in line or in the same plane.
When setting the frame, it is as well to have
the front steering t ube with fork in its place
in the barrel. The frame may now be
e~amined a~ to t'Yist, and the joints may be
P.mned by msertmg a .screw thr~u~h one
s1de of each. In brazmg these JOmts no
s~elt~r i~ put inside the t ubes ; a bit of brass
W1re IS tied round each on the tube, close U,P
to the socket e?-d, and. the same operat ion lS
J>One through m brazmg as before. These
Joi~ts ~il~ heat up quickly. as there are no
sohds ms1de the tubes. When the borax
pl!'-ced ov~r the wired joints melts and looks
st~cky) a httle spelter may be added over the
wue, 1~ case the wire should be insufficient.
The~e 18 no need to t.u1:n over the work in
brazmg these so~ket _Jo~nts, as the burning
wood over them 1s suffiCient to heat up from
the first.
.
.
.
.
fi ~ precaut10n m brazmg 1s ~o protect all
mshed parts as much as possible from the
fire, all screw holes or sockets being filled
•

~th clay.

The steerin~ bar!el ~hould be
filled, at least at the en<1s, w1th 1t, as also
L-pin socket and the two ears (Fig. 9, page
· 168) that rece~ve the rear tubes, F.
•
We have still one or two small brazmgs;
one of these is a lug ~Fig. 26~, A.. B), which is
brazed to the underside of tne handle bar,
ilome four inches to the right of the T-piece.
The hollow end is neatly fitted to the bar,
then fix~d wi~h a screw, and bra~ed. }:ts
purpose 1s to hmge the brake lever, 1t actmg
as a fulcrum.
Coming to the brake work we have a tube,
M, some 9m.long, and i in. diameter; this has
a brazing at both ends. On the lower end
is a small fork (Fig. 27, A B). The shank of
this is let into the tube, the tube being filed on
the end to fit close. The upper ena of the
tube has a small split collar, or a collar with a
sn11g on the back, as Fig. 28, for a set screw.
It is used for the adjustment .of the brake
rod along with the handle bar, which will
be noticed when we come to fit our brake
work. Our frame being now brazed up, the
filing up has to be gone into. .All parts
that have seen the fire will give most labour
in filing. The rough scale should be removed
from these parts with a used file, then better
files may be employed ; all parts that have
seen borax must be filed up clean, as borax
left on will soon show itself on the finished
machine, even through the enamelling. If
the tubes have a good clean surface they
need not be filed in their length ; a ~ood
rubbing with emeryand oil will besuffic1ent,
but for a nice job, when enamelled, all parts
filed should be as smooth a.s the body of
the tubes, for enamel is not intended to
cover up rough work. I never use any
other than files and emery to finish up
frames for the enamel ; for the parts to be
polished for plating I use emery wheels of
various grades. The emery wheels are
wooden discs covered with leather,and coated
with emery. Three or four of these wheels
are sufficient ; and for the final finish a wheel
with pumice-stone or Tripoli powder, if a
very fine finish is wanted. The emery
wheels have each a spindle of their own, and
they are mounted one at a time in a frame
similar to a knife·grinder's1 driven by two
treadles. I use also an 8 m. grindstone in
this frame, which is very useful for taking
down rough parts, as well as for grinding
small tools, twist-drills, &c. Having filed up
our frame, which as yet is in three .partsthe part in front of the driving wheel and
the two~V-shaped parts which constitute the
rear portion. To fit these portions together
we fit the upper ends of the tubes F into
the lugs prepared for t hem. If the tubes
have been cut the proper length and set
aright, the forward ends of the lower tubes, E,
should abut neatly against the edges of the
bottom bracket when they may be marked
for boring the in. bolt holes. When these
are bolted secuve in their places and the
upper ends of the tubes F fixed by a small
flush set screw each, our frame may be considered finished and ready for the various
attachments, such as brake, mud-guards, Lpin, &c., which I will treat of in my next
paper.
In the meantime if the reader has already started on m'aking a bicycle fo r his
own use he may profitaoly occupy his time
in stud;}'-.ing what I have said about brazing
and in· endeavouring to make himself ~
proficient in the art.
Nothing can be
effectually done in manual work of any
kind without practice, and this is the reason
why many a well-intentioned amateur fails
in competition with the professional. He
cannot have sufficient practice.
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SOJ\IE SUGGESTIVE SCRAPS OF STONE
CARVING.
1
RY ARTHUR YORKE.

accompanying illustrations of architect ural ennchment were sketched by the
writer in the Chapel of the Velez family,
Murcia Cathedral, Spain, and to cn.rvers
both in wood :and stone they will probably
suggest some departures from the beaten
track. In plan, the Chapel of the Velez differs in
no respect from many chapels attached to
foreign cathedrals, nor does it in the leading lines of its architecture; but in the
ornamental details of its ca.rved stone-work
a style has been carried throughout which
THE
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Fig. 2.- Ribbon on
Leaftesa Twig.
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Fig. 3.- Ribbon on
Leaticss Twig·.
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Fig. 4.--Excmple
of Chain Moulding.
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stamps it as the work. of no mere C?p_yist.
I n architectural decoratwn generally, t.olwge,
either natlU'al or conventional, has heen
depended upon for the purposes of enrichment, but in this instance the designer has
almost entirely discarded leaf-work, and
boldly relied upon stems u.ncl branches for
his effect, foliage being reserved eith ct· for
string-courses or else fot· capitals, as in the
example (Fig. 1). To avoid monotony, and
give the eye that pleasure which results
from variety of form, he has hung here and
there upon t-h e bare twigs which shoot from
the stems, ribbons arranged in various ways,
examples of which may be seen in the lower
part of Fig. 1 and in Figs. 2 and :3. He
does, indeed, occasionally use a leaf, bnt it
appears much like nn exception pnt in
prove a rule. Even corbels arc in mn.i1v
cases formed entirely of branch-work, tlie

to.
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SYSTEM OF FITTING FLY-WHEEL TO SHAFT.

I
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iutel'lacecl twigs being generally cut out
clear of one another, except where contact
wn~ required for the ~ake of strength.
. 'Pw ~tyle of t)1e Velez Chapel is Tran~.atwnal, of the tnne when late Gothic was
1nerging into the Renaissance, as may be
seen by the shape of the vases and the
t.reatment of some nude figures introduced
},ere and there. Grotesques occur in places,
l.ntt the~e are b:r, no means "strikingly ex}'ressed 111 fancy, as are those of about the
~amc cla!.e found in our own country.. On
the: outstde of the chapel, howev~r, IS .a
~:ir l n~·-cour.;e of very unusual design: It
takes the form of a gigantic stone chain
c:-.~encli~1g all round tl~e building.
The
VISitor 1:> told that a cham was the badge of
the hour-.;e of Velez, and hence its introduction. Be that as it may, it might suggest
an unhac::kneyecl enrichment in stone carving n1,art from any such motive; or with
~t.ill better effect, perhaps, it might be produced in monldccl brick-work. Fig. 4 shows
tlw pattern divided for this latter purpose
into a "header n and a ((stretcher."

after the four tapered keys have been
properly fitted, temporary keys ar.e to be
substituted while the wheel is being turned.
In the hands of the turner the wheel is
turned and bored out to fit the shaft, as
well as two recesses (A, A, Fig. 4) turned
down at each side of the boss to take two
wrought-iron hoops, which are shrunk on
when the wheel is permanently fixed in
positio~ on the shaft.
Havmg been turned, the wheel is now
take~ apa~t, and the key-way slotted out
(B, F1g. l) m the strongest part of the boss
! of the one half wheel.
I Assuming that the key-way has already
: been cut in the shaft, and the key made ::m
accurate fit, but not caulked in, we now
proceed to fit the wheel to the shaft.
:Many of our mechanical readers are
perfectly aware that while a key-way is
being cut or slotted out in a wheel, there is
a certain amount of spring on the tool,
whjch will be rather considerable in the
case of a boss some 14 in. or 15 in. in thickness. This has now to be removed.
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OV.A.L AND CYLINDRICAL VESSELS
IN SHEE11·ME'l'!L WORK.

Fig.1.
..'

We now take the key to the planing
machine and get it planed down level from
one end to the other, but not to go below
the spaces at each end. Having gone
through this process, we place it finally in
its seat or bed and caulk it up : that is,
caulk the edges of the key-way in the shaft
all round the key.
Having tried the gauge on, and making
sure that it fits accurately all the way along,
we take off the !:harp. arris and try on a
half-wheel, which, if the foregoing instructions have been properly carried out, will
,be an accurate fit.
What I have endeavoured to point out in
this paper is the great advantage of a good
method or system. Making a pair of gauges
for a job like this out of -(6 in. sheet iron
would take very little time and trouble, and
in the end would prove a great deal handier
than using callipers. If we had had to try
the half wheel (some 3 tons) off and on
while we were cuttin" down the key, we
would have taken at least three times the
time, as well as incurred an unnecessary waste
of labour.

BY R. ALEXANDER.

•• ...
'

l'ig.2..

CYLINDRICAL VESSELS-WIRE BAIL FOJUfER-FISH
KETTLE AND OVAL BOILERS-SIZING OF ARTICLES - TURNING AND SHAPING- DRAWING
PATTERNS-COVERS-:-CUTTING OUT CoVERSOTHER ST.BAIGHT-SIOED WORK: WATER POTS,
BOILER FILTERS, AND TOILET CANS-WIRING
WATER-POTS, ETC.-HANDLES.

I

J

Cytind!rical Vessels.-The method of making

•

Fig. 4.
Fig. 1.- View of Wheel showlllg Keyway at B, and Dowels and Tapered Keys at C, c. Fig. 2.Gauge to be fitted to Wheel. Fig. 3.-Gauge by which Key is to be fitted. Fig. 4.-Section of
Eoss, showing Recesses for Hoops at A, A.

SYSTEJU OF FITTING FLY-WHEEL
TO SHAFT.
.,.
:

BY T. R. BLACKETT.

'KE~ l:XO

SuNKEN KEY IN
Bonum WHEEL FOlt

DY

SHA~'T-TURNING

AND
SHA~'T-CUTTING
Ktw-w.\Y-GAuGEs-TwrsT IN KEY- PLANING·

llOWN KRr-SAVING OF TIME AND LADO OR
:UY PROPOSF.D l)IETHOD.

kr the pre~ent time, when severe competition is the order of the day, it behoves
workmen tu acquire methods by which they
ca11 turn out their work with dispatch and
acc:uracy to compete with the market.
'l'he fitting of a heavy fly-wheel (say one
of about 6 tons weight) is a job that has to
he carefully done, so as to ensure an accuracy
that we can depend upon.
.l\la.ny engineers design fly-wheels with
the arms keyed to the boss, the arms in
theil' turn to be keyed to the rim of the
w1H:el.
Let us consider a~ an example that we
have to key a fly-wheel of 12ft. diameter
aud about 6 tons in weight, cast in two
pieces, an cl to be fitted to a ~ha~t 14 in.
. diameter by a sunken key bedded mto the
. shaft (Fig. 1).
After the faces of the wheel that go
together have been turned up or planed, the
ri lit is secm·ecl together by dowels and
t<".J,ered keys, after which it can go to the
Jntl1e to be turned.
J.t will be as well to remark here that

We proceed to make a gauge similar to
Fig. 2, and fix it to the deepest part of the
k~y.-way, which will be the ~ide that :vas
lym~ upwards on the slottmg machme.
Wit the. as~ista;nce ?f a crane, we lay the
: fl.y-wh~el lD ItS ~With the boss upwards,
' and w1th a file file out the key-way so that
the gauge Will be an accurate fit from One
end to the Other.
Having satisfied ourselves that this is
done, and that the corners are also nicely
squared out, we go about making a second
1
gauge, which is, so to speak, the negative of
the other (li'ig. 3). I may here remark that
before cutting the key-space in this gauge,
the gauge itself should be made a good fit to
the shaft, or, better still, rough out the keyspace, and finish it after the gauge has been
1 fitted to the shaft.
. We now take the first gauge that we have
' made, and make the second one1 (Fig. 3) an
accurate fit to it. Having done this, we try
our new gauge on to the key and shaft in
I the position the wheel will have to go, and
. perhaps we find that some l in. or so has to
i come oa: the top of the ~ey. .
1
! By tl?ls method we will see lF th~ k~y has
, any t'IJJ?,Bt or not1 and whether 1t.will fit the
· wheel. Supposmg, however, that we have
only ~in. to come off the top o.f the key, we
fit the key to the gauge : that 1s, we cut tJle.,
. key down at each end for the spl).ce of i m.
along until the gauge is a perfect fit to both
shaft and key.

l
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a saucepan described in Vol. II., pages 468
and 661, will serve as a guide to the making 1
up of other articles of a cylindrical form,
such as camp kettles (Fig. 1). These are
exactly the same in shape and size as saucepans ; the difference is that, instead of a
handle, boss, etc., they have two ears and a ~,
wire handle or bail. The mode of putting
on ears has already been described : the •
bail should be of a length sufficient to drop
one-third of the depth of the body when
hooked in the ears.; the ends of the bails
should be annealed if they are of hard wire,
and then bent round on the tip of the ex·
tinguisher.
Wire Bail lJ'ormer.-A useful tool for
bending wire bails quickly and truly is the
wire bail former (Fig. 2). Care should be
taken in fitting on the ears to keep them well
out from the body, or when the bail is in it
will be a difficult matter to get the cover on
and off. The rims of the covers should be
tacked a shade looser than the saucepans,
as there is no ·handle to aid in taking the
lid off to examine the contents whilst cooking-a loose-fitting lid is a fault that may be
called a good one, but a tight lid is detestable.
Fisk Kettles, etc.-Very similar in process
of manufacture are fish kettles and oval
boilers (Figs. 3 and 4). These are both of a
similar shape : a kind of flattened ellipse or
oblong, with rounding corners ; Fig. 5 shows ·
the correct sha.pe, though it may be varied
slightly in the case of the oval boiler by
making the side 3: little more rounding ~see
dotted lineR), but m the fish kettle the s1des
must be straight. BoilerS or oval camp
. kettles are cut deeper than fish kettles,
as a fish does not need a lot of water to
cook it, and nothing else is cooked with it,
whilst the boiler is often used· for meat and
vegetables at the same time,. with, perhaps,
a pudding into the bargain.
.
Sizing of A1·ticles.-The follow.mg are
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the usual sizes for oval boilers, with the
way of cutting the stuff : 2 gallons, 2 single
lengths and piece, 2:} in., depth, 8! in. ; 2t
gallons, 2 single lengths and piece, 3! in.,
depth, 9 in. ; 3 aallons, 2 single lengths and
pieceh5 in., dep_th, 9 ~n._; 3! gallons, ~ .sin?Je
Jengt s and p1ece, ' m., depth, 9-s m. , 4
gallons, 3 single lengths, depth, 9!- in. ; 5
gallons, 3. middle lengths, depth, 1~ il!· ;
-6 gallons, 3 double lengths, Clepth 12 m.
These measures of capacit.y are only to be
taken as approximate. Fish kettles are not
stated as holding so many_gallons or quarts,
but i'Un by numbers, as Nos. I, 2, 3, and so
o0n ; the smallest size made is 2 single
lengths cut 5 in. deep, and they may be
made up to any size required, as foilows:
.2 middle lengths, 5~ in. deep ; 2 double
lengths, 6-l- in. deep ; two 20 in. lengths, 7 in.
.deep ; 4 double breadths, 8! in. deep ; and
.· .so on. It will be seen that these articles
·are sized to cut the stuff out nearly full,
-thus avoiding waste and simplifying the remembering of sizes. In the makin9 up, all
the directions previously givfln tor the
.saucepan apply equally to these articles as
·far as "wiring."
Twrning and Slwp£ng.-In turning and
:shaping, several ways may be adopted; they
may be turned in the roller to a smaller circle
than would be found necessary if rolling
round a saucepan (see Fig. 7) ; the part A is
then :pressed against the bench to flatten it in
.:mtfic1ently ; this releases the part B, which is
tiattened in the same way; this brings the
..article to the same shape shown in Fig. 8 ; it
must then be placed on a stake, and the
part c rounded in a little till D and E meet,
when it can be grooved together and the
~::;haping finished, when it should be as Fig.
H ; if there are two seams, they should be
"at the two ends A and B ; if four, they must
be as A, n, -c, and D. It is important to get
·the sea~1~ of these ~val articl~s in the proper pos1t10n ; that 1s, supposmg the s1des
.are parallel. A line drawn from the seam
at one end, parallel to one side, should pass
through the other seam. Fig. 10 shows
.seams in wrong position, but exaggerated
for clearness~ it will be seen by the dotted
lines where tne seams should be; of course,
.if these end seams are wrong, the side ones
·will also be wrong (this refers to articles in
four pieces). Another method that is
. adopted-especially where there are no
rollers-is to work the bodies into shape on
the block by placing the wired part over a
hole, and striking it with a block hammer,
·commencing at the ends and then the
·centre; they can also be bent on the former.
Drawin{J Patte1-ns.-To draw the pattern
·of any oblong with semi-circular ends, pro, ceed as follows {see Fig. 10 A): Draw a line
AB, of any length longer than the longest dia~
meter of. the article, ~nd through the centre
·of the lme, and at nght angles to it draw
. another li~e, c D, of _greater length th~n the
.::;hortest d1ameter. From the point of inter. section of these two lines, set off F and E
·equal to half the length· of the pattern:
}, rom F and E, with radius equ:il to half the
;Shortest diameter, describe the arcs H and a 1
and with the same radius, from G and H
-d escribe circles, or arcs of circles, 1 J K i
.and 1'11 N o P. Produce diameters It s and
''1' u through each circle parallel to c D • two
-s~raight lines joining them and touchin'g the
-cm:umferences of the circles at x, x, x x
-complete the figure. In all patterns cut'th~
true ~attern first a._nd ~!low for fold ; turn
up, ~v1re, or lap afterwards. The edging
puttmg on bottoms, soldering, etc., will b~
m~ch the same as previously described. I
rn1ght remark here that it is rather difficult

to turn up the edges of the bottoms in the
jenny, as the sides being straight, they have
a tendency to run out of the machine. The
handles can next be put on; some have
swing-bail ha-ndles and ears, some end
handles.
Covers.-The covers next call for some
explanation ; the articles being ov~~? the
rim that would do for a saucepan will not
do for a boiler or fish kettle, beca-use if
flattened at the sides it would rise, and so
not touch the body at that part. Some get
over the difficulty by making the rims perfectly straight and tacking them very slack,
and throwing off a wide edge ; but this is
not workmanship. The way to make them
is as follows : let us suppose Fig. 11 to be a
plan of t he top ; the parts of the rim from A
to A and from n to B must be cut straight,
and the other parts cut from the flue rim ;
and in tacking the rims they would have to
be tacked as follows : one straight piece ·
would be laid on the tacking-board along the
straight line, and then a curved piece tacked
to it, following the curved lines ; draw this
over to the curve on the left side of boa-rd,
take another straight piece, and lastly the
other curved pieces ; it would then look like
Fig. 12, and when folded and turned round,
would be tapering inwards all round, and
when edged laying level round the wire.
Cutting out Covers.-In cutting out the
covers for oval goods, it must be noted that
an allowance must be made different from
that of round covers. In allowing for a
round cover, there· must of necessity be the
same allowance for hollowing all round
extra to the size of the rim, or it would not
be a round cover. But in the case of an
oval it is different : it is found in practice
that in hollowing up an oval or oblong
the sides contract, as it were, and that if
extra allowance were not made at the sides,
the hollowed up cover if laid upon a flat
surface would leave at the side a space of
about i in. from the table or surface on
which it was placed ; to obviate this, so
much extra must be allowed on the pattern,
as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 11 ; also
in hollowing up, the ends must receive the
most attention; the sides will want very
little (comparatively speaking), and should
be hollowed over a shallower place in the
bench than the ends. My father used to
say " Hollow up the ends well, and the sides
will look after themselves." The remainder
of the process for the cover will be the same
as for saucepans.
Otlter Straight-sided Work: Water Pots,
Boiler Fillers, and Toilet Cans.- Water
pots are usually round, though there are
several registered designs that are oval in
shape ; boiler fillers are round, and toilet
cans oval (see }'igs. 13, 14, and 15); and
notice difference. Fig. 13, the water pot, is
round, with a hollowed top, longish spout
with a rose at the end, cross and back
handles. Fig. 14, the boiler filler,. is round,
with hollowed top, cross and back handles,
but with a short spout fixed higher up the
body, and with a bent nozzle. 'l'he toilet
can (Fig. 15) is oval in shape, cross and
back handles, with hinged cover, and a
spout similar. in shape and position to the
boiler filler. So much for their shapes. Now
a few words as to construction :-Each is
made in varying sizes-the toilet can and
boiler filler in about three or four ; water
pots. in perhaps a dozen. Cut as in the
_:prev1ous example, as full out of the stuff as
1
f>:essible, as follows : Wate•· pots, half a
~nngle, 14 >'< 5 ; half a middle, l 5 x 5:\-;
hR.lf deub1e~ . 17 x 6! · half 20 20 x 7 ·
midciHe in li~Jwes (middle pla.te' cut in tw~

pieces, 17 x 7D, and double in halves ; two
singles, two middles, and two doubles, and
so on. Boiler fillers and toilet C!);nS usually
only the three last sizes. The marking-out,
cutting, and notching will be the same as
previously described ; the-n, supposing there
were six in number being made, which
would be twelve pieces of stuff~ six of them
;must have a hole cut in them for the spout ;
find the centre, and draw a perpendicular
line through it from top to bottom, then
two-thirds from the bottom (for toilet cans
and boiler :fillers), and one-third from the
bottom for water pots is the proper position.
Punch a hole with a large hollow punch,
and flatten down. Some punch a hole and a
half.
Wiring Water Pots, etc.-1'his class of
articles are wired differently to those just described. They are what is called '' sunkwired." Figs. 16 and 17 will show what the
difference is. This necesf:;itatcs the bo<lies
being grooved together in a different
Instead of the folds for the wiring
way.
being uppermost on the tool, it must
be turned down, so that when the wire
is sunk it will be on the right side-·
the exception to this is when the grooving of the seams is to be inside, in which
case proceed in exactly the way described
for examples already given. '!'he object of
sinking the wire is for convenience in
soldering on the tops. The wire can be
sunk as it is put in by wiring over a suitable
size crease in the crease-iron, or it can be
plain wired first and then sunk, either in the
jenny or crease-iron ; t urning, seaming,
edging, etc., as before described. After the
bottoms and studs are put on, the next thing
will be to make and put on the back
handles. Fig. 18 shows the shape of the
flat pattern; Fig. 19 the flat pattem of the
boss for same. The boss is bent on the beck
iron or in the boss former (Fig. 6). which
saves a lot of time in making up a lot.
Handles.-Handles forwater potsare wired
differently to those for toilet and boiler fillers.
In theiwo latter the wire is cut off at the
ends as short as possible ; but in the case of
water pots it is left out at the lat·ge end an
inch (each side, of course). Fig. 20 shows
the handle bent round into shape, and with
the wire bent iu position for putting on to
the can. To put them on, mark a central
line between the two seams, and punch two
holes with an awl-one each side of the line,
an'd the width apart of the handle. Push
the wires through, and draw them tightly
over the wired edge of the pot, and nip close
with the flat-nose pliers. The bottom part
is then riveted and soldered, n.nd the iron
just drawn across at the top part.
Toilet cans and boiler tillers have the back
handles riveted on. They are first tacked
at the top along the wiring of the cans, and
then two rivets are put in the top part and
one in the bott-om, and the bottom part
soldered. All back handles are "sunkwired," and all have bosses, which are
soldered in b efore they are put on to the
cans, and all have thumb-pieces. Figs. 21
and 22 show flat pattern of same, and bent
into shape.
Particulars of spouts, top, covers, roses,
etc., will be given in my next paper on the
subject. Sutlicient has been l:laiu here to
employ the mind and hands of each who
reads these articles until the next of the
series appears. The illustrations to which
reference has been made above will be found
grouped together on the next page on a .
sufficiently large scale to show very clearly
the mode of procedure to be followed by
readers who w1sh to be sheet-metal workers-
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Fig. 1. - Round Camp Kettle. Fig, 2.-Wire Bail Former. Fig·. 3.-0val Boiler or Camp Kettle: Fig. 4.-Fish Kettle. Fig. 15.-Proper Shape or
Kettles. Fig. 6.- Boss Former. Figs. 7, 8, 9.-Sbaping of Boilers, etc. Fig. 10.- Sketch showing Seams in wrong Place. Fig. 10 A.-D!agram of
Pattern for Long Boiler with Rounded Ends. Fig. 11.- Plan of Bottom to illustrate Directions for cutting Lines. Fig. 12.-Sketch of Rrm tacked
together. Fig. lS.-Water Pot. Fig. 14.-Boiler Filler. Fig. 15.-Toilet can. Figs. 16, 17.-Sections of Wiring, Figs. 18, 19.-Sections or
Handle and Boss. Fig. 20.-Handle Shaped an·d ready for FiXing, Figs. 21, 22.-Thum.b Pieces Fla.t a.nd Shaped.
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SPLICING, AND WORKING Fig. 69. This is used for bending yachts'
sails to the gaff. As each turn forms a
CORDA.GE.
knot if the cord parts, the remainder holds
:BY LAXCELOT L. HASLOPE.
firm, and does not necessarily come adrift,
as it would be almost sure to do if fa-stened
as in Fig. 69.
TIES AND LASHINGS.
Fig. 7l is a "Cross Lashing," used when
WEDDI:-<G KNOT, OR TIE-CHAIN KNOTS-CROSS
a lever is used to a rope. After several
L.lSHIXG-NECKLACE TtE-PACKING lL"WTturns round the rope, the lashing is crossed
FINISHING OF'k' AND 'VHIPPlNG- NIPPEIU,"<G,
OR RACKI:-fG·-"rEST COUNTRY .WHIPPINGround the lever and fastened with a reef
SECURING BLOCK TO ROPE- CATSPAW.
knot. All these las~ings are used when
FIG. 68 is a " Wedding Knot" or tie, used several men are reqmred to haul on large
for fastening together the eyes at the end of ropes at the same time.
L~OTTING,

turll'S are made somewhat loosely with cordage round the block and its carriage ; a stout
piece of wood is then inserted, under the
coils, and twisted round until all the slack
is taken out and the cordage is taut. The
end of t he lever is then secured with twine
t? the ~ide of the carriage, as shown in ~he
nght side of tl1e figure. The other lashmg
I is supposed to be already for tautening up.
j We have often to lash two things together
. where an ex~ern~l knot to ~inish off wit~
would be obJectiOnable, as It would spoil
the smoothness and neatness of the work-

:Fjg. 68.
Fig: 69.
••

'

,

Fig. 70.

Fig. 7!.

Fig. '14.

---

Fii! 73.

B

A

Flg. 75.
I'

'

.

Fig'. 77.

Fig: SO.

'l'ig'. 79..
Fig. 68.-Weddlng Knot. Figs. 69, 70.-Chain Knots. Fig. 71.- Cross Lashing. Fig. 72.-Neckla.ce Tie. Fig. 73.-Packing Knot. Figs. 74, 75.-l'lrodesof Finishing and Whipping. Fig. 76.- Nippering. Fig. 77.- West Country Wbipping. Fig. 78.- Securing a Block to a Rope. .Fig. 79.- Catspaw.
Fig. 80.-Ditto, Commencement.

two ropes. .It is made by passinO' rope- '
yarn or marhne through the eyes backwards
~nd forwards until it is strong enough ; it
IS then fastened by taking several turns
ro.und the middle an,d, fastening the ends
w_1th a reef knot. I hts forms a sort of
h1"!'lge between the ropes.
Fig. 6fJ.- " Chain Knot," for lashing to a
spar. A clove-hitch is first formed round
the ~par, and as many single hitches as
rec_pu!·cd are then made. It may be finished
off >ytth any secure knot.
.F1g. 70 show~ anoth er ll.nd better way of
malong the "U~1ain Knot." In this case an
overhand kno~ 1s _formed at each turn, and
consequently 1t 1S much more secure than

F ig. 72 is the ''Necklace Tie." ~eyeral
turns are taken round the spar to be JOmed,
then two t urns round the lashings, and it is
secured with a reef knot. When this is
used as a lashing for shearlegs, the crossing
of the two legs puts a strain on the knot,
and effectual!y secures it. F or this purpose
it is called a Portuguese Knot
Fig. 73 is a "Packing Knot," used for
securing large pieces of timber together.
lt is much employed in the neighbourhood
of stone CJ.Uarries in holcling the blocks
of stone on to the carriages on which they
are taken to their destination. Fig. 7:3
represent~ .a blocl~ of granite secured to
a trolley w1th packmg knots. Two or three

as, for instance, in whipping the two parts
of a broken fishing-rod together.
Fig. 74 shows one very common method
of finishing off whipping without showing
any knot. In commencing, we lay 0ne enLl
forward, as shown at A, then pass the other
end round and round a sufficient number
of times-hauling taut as we go .: three
or four loose turns are now made, and the
end passed under them backwards; t.hese are
worked down into their places, and when
the ends are hauled taut and cnt off t.he job
is completed. '£he end- A need not come SO
far as shown in the figure, but may be
hidclen under the coils.
Fig. 75 is another method of accomplishing
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.
the. same end. Instead. of a single end,
as 11!- . the _last case, a btght of the seizing
:-tuft 1~ hud along the part to be whipped
and the turns pas:;ed ove1· it · when thes~
a~·e com~leted th~ end is pass~d through the
Ltght, a:s at A. The end D 1s now hauled
upon, which has the effect of brinaing the
hight ~nd the end of the rope snug under
th~ co1ls. We have now two loops interhtcmg at the centre of the work, and which
cannot come undone. When the ends A
nncl n are cut off' close to the turns the
whole is as fair and smooth as one can ~ish.
:rhi:; is .the m e~lwd I generally adopt myself
m ma.ktng fishmg gear.
"Nippering," or "RackiuO'" is shown in
F.ig. 76. This is a method ~f secm·ing two
ropes togethet· with cross turns ; these are
1tn,ulecl taut, jambing the ropes too·ether
0
and they are further secured by round
t.nrns over all, with a reef knot at the ends.
. Fig. 7i. - ''West Country Whipping."
Whether it was invented in the West or not
I do not know, bu~ I certainly never heard
of it until I came to reside in the "west
countrie." It is an excellent method, and
.deserves to be oftener practised than it is.
Bring the middle of the ma terial used under
the part to be ·whipped, raise the ends up
and tie an overhand knot, lower the ends
and t ie another underneath ; continue tieing
a single knot above and below alternately,
finishing with a reef knot-or a. round turn
or two may be ta ken and the ends secured,
ns in Fig. 65 ; but a reef knot is the most
'.lsnal way of fastening off this whipping.
'l 'his is not quite so neat-looking a method
as Figs. 74 and 75, but it is very strong and
trustworthy, and is an excellent way of
fttstening large hooks, such as those used
for cod or conger, on to a line.
Fig. 78 shows the way a block is often
secured to a rope with a. selvage strop.
The middle of the selvage is placed against
the rope, and cross tums taken unt1l the
bights come together, when the loop of
the block is put through them.
A "Catspaw" (Fig. 79) is used for attaching a rope to the hook of a tackle. Fig. 80
gives the manner of commencing it. A
loop is first made, and laid over the standing
part so as to form two bights; these are
.rnliecl over two or three times from you, and
the hook inserted in them. · When the
standing part is hauled upon, the hooks
t;tke the form shown in ~'ig. 69, and will
110t slip.
OUR GUIDE TO GOOD THINGS.
• • • Pattntus, mcmujiccturers, and dealers gmerally are reqtustecl to se11(l prospectuses, bills, etc., of their specia~i,.
ties i1~ tools, machinery, and workshop a.ppl·iance~ to the
Eclitor of IV0 Ill\ jar 11otice i'll " Our Uuide to Good
Th:ings." It is clesirable that sp.cimte?u sh01tZcl be sent
far exa1nination and testLng i1~ all cctse8 1uhen this can be
·dcne 1uitlumt inconveni~!t.ee. Spec~mens thus r eceived
1uill be ,·et1,rneil n.t the earliest opportunity. It m11st be
muler$tOocl tltnt everything 1uhich is noticed, is noticed
•On its m.erils only, and that, as it is in the power of any-one whc has a. useful article f or setle to obtnin. men~ion
of it in this depa,rtment of WORK without charge, the
notices given partuke in '110 Wtty of the nat-11re of adver.
tisements.

56.-TH.E "ELECTRICIA~ , PRIMERS.
THE "Electrician " Primers are publi!'lhed by
the " Electrician" Pt·inting and Publishing
0ompany, Limited, Salisbury Court, Fleet
:itrcct, E.C. They are a series of tracts, if I
may be permitted to use the word in reference
1o them, or helpful papers on electrical subjects
·Jor the use of st ndents and general readera, and
they arc comprised in two Yolumes, each in a
paper wrapper, and sold, each, at 2s., or 2s. 2d.
·p ost free. Of the two volumes, Yol. I. deals
with theory, and Vol. II. with practice; but
before proceeding fw·ther, I may add that the
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yolumes may also be had in strong cloth bind- SUGGESTIONS FOR WORKERS AND
m98 at 2s. 6d., or 2s. 9d. post .free, and single
HINTS TO I NVEN1'0RS.
pnmers at 3d. each, or 34d. post free. It is not
possible for mo to give a list of the primers in ARTIPICIAL Srt"cco-Wo.aK.-.d.. new idea which
~otail, as it wo~d take up too much space; but will be welcomed by amateurs anxious to decolists of ~he ~ubJects treated may be easily obtained rate their ceilings without callino- in the aid of
o~ application to the Company, whose address is the builder or plasterer , has been °suggested in a
g'lven above. I n Vol. I. there are twenty primers trade journal by Mr. L. B1idger, of Old Manor
devoted to a. digest of such subjects as Ohm's Law H ouse, Wa:lton-on-Thames. In place of real
Electrolysis, Influence Machines, Thermopyles' stu~co, he uses ?rdinary wood mouldings, about
etc., a.nd various electrical instruments, as th~ It_ m. deep, ·Costmg about ! d. pe1· foot, which are
Galvanometer, the Wheatstone B1idge, etc., the m~tred together at the joints, and pinned in place
methods a.nd modes of making some of which With Frenchnailsdrh·en into the jQists. Plaster-ofhave been described in these pages. I n Vol. II. Paris is then rubbed into the joints and interstices,
there are.eig:hteen primers relating to the manage- and painted white, the whole being then whitement, pnnCiples, and uses of various machines washed. A very rich effect is thus produced if a
including Submarine Cables, the Telephone: sufficiency of moulding be used. The Pa.pc1·
D ynamos, ~1otors, Transformers, Lamps, Meters Record points out that the use of a substance
etc., and the action of the electric cmTent in de: resembling papier machC, which l'ermits of being
position, welding, etc. The object of these moulded so as to form cu·cular or curved designs,
primers, which aro clearly written and all that was not unknown in the r ci"'n of Queen Elizacan be desired in the form of enunciation and beth, being finished off much0 in the same way as
explanation, are, to quote from the preface to the wooden mouldings above described.
each volume, "to briefly describe in simple and
SPONTANEous Co~tBUSTION o~ BoARD VESSELS.
correct language, the present state of electrical -Ingenious. ~inds h3;ve a promising field in the
~o.wledge. E~ch primer is short and complete way of proVlding agam.st spontaneous combustion
m 1tself, and 1s devoted to the elucidatiou of on board ship. The recent serious fire at sea on
some special point or the description of some board an Allan Line steamer, which was not extinspecial application. Theoretical discussion is as guished until the vessel had been taken into dock at
far as possible, avoided, the principal facts being Liverpool, shows that, despite e:ve1-y reasonable
stated and made clear by r eference to the uses to care, certain cargoes, such as cotton, a1-e danger·
which they have been put. Both volumes are ous. That this material-rags, iwool, etc.-will
suited to r eaders having little previous acquaint- spontaneoUBly ignite under certain circumstances
ance with the subject. The matter is br~t is well. known, but in what way this can be preup to date, and the illustrations refer to instru- vented is still uncertain. Even the means now
ments and machinery in actual use at the present adopted to extinguish such fires are unsatisfactory.
tune."
On board the steame1· in question, which was
•
well provided with steam jets in the hold, the
57.- THE SrLICO AND CLuB BLACK ENAMELS.
steam wa.s found only to check the progress of
Some useful specialities, possessed of more than the fire. There are thus two points for consideraordinary value to the amateur, have been recently tion-how to prevent, and how to absolutely
produced and sent into the market by the Silico extinguish such fires in cargo. Some apparatus
Enamel Company, 97, Hampstead Road, London, which would utilise carbonic acid gas under
N .W., the most imp01-tant, perhap!l, being the pressure would probably meet the necessities of
Silico Enamel itself, from which the Company the case as r egards putting fi1·es out; but any one
takes its name. This is a thin, liquid enamel, which who can devise a means of preventing any such
is easily applied to a.ny polished surface and necessity from arising will earn the gratitude of,
bright metals of all kinds, and when applied in and, it may be hoped, something more substantial
the proper manner, according to the instructions ·from underwriters and ship-owners.
given and under the conditions named, forms a
FIRE ExTINCTION oN BoAllD SHrP.-The comsmooth and transparent film on the surface of parative failure of steam jets to extinguish the
the metal which not only protects it from r ust or fire in the hold of the s.s. City of llicltmo11d ha8
tarnish, but makes its original brilliant appear- drawn public attention to the necessity of
ance to be preserved and maintained unchanged devising some effective means of dealing with
under any circumstances. All cyclists possessing the spontaneous combustion of cargoes. Various
good machines, of which parts .are nickel-plated, propositions ha1•e been laid before shipownersknow how difficult it is to preserve the lustre notably one by P rofessor L ewis, in which tho
which these parts present to view when the release of carbonic acid gas stored in breakabl(;
machine is first sent out from the works or the vessels is the principal feature. The whole
depot for sale, and they will accordingly welcome matter, however, requires the exercise of much
this preparation, which will save them an infinity thought and ingenuity. The heat generated by
of labour in rubbing up the bright parts and combustion is r elied on by Professor Lewis to
keeping them in a presentable condition. Further, set the carbonic acid gas in action, but captains
it is useful for all metal articles or ornaments-be of vessels do not seem to think this sufficiently
they what they may-that are exposed to the sure. A simple apparatus, worked from the
action of the weather. Equally good and desir- de~k, which would at once discharge t he gas if
able fo1· cyclists is the Club Black Enamel, which needed seems to be wanted.
NEw GAMES, ETc.-Two things are remarkis suitable for application to all metal surfaces
requiring japaning, whose enamel has become able in connection with new inventions in this
chipped or injured in any way, and which line-the great difficulty in getting one to
it is needful to renoT"ate. The Club Black " catch on '' with the public, and its immense
Enamel is hard, bright, and durable, dries success, financially, when that desirable end has
quickly-that is to say, in an hour or there- been obtained. A similar remark applies to
abouts-without the intervention of heat, as in toys, large fortunes having been made by penny
the case of enamel, which requires to be stoved, articles of this class sold in the streets. .Both
and presents not only a hard but a brilliant new games and new toys are just now in dem11nd
surface. I n fact, it is a " special hard drying" --cheapness of prodnction being essential.
PERPETUAL ELECTRIC CLoCKS. - A Leeds
preparation, and this is pointed out and emphasised on the label of the jar, on which the scientist states that electric clocks can be conwords, in inverted commas, are printed in red. structed without the aid of batteries-as generBoth of these articles seem to be making their ally defined-by simply burying the plates in
way in public favour very rapidly. Samples of the earth, which would otherwise be excited by
either , with full directions for use and brush for an acid solution in an ordinary battery, these, of
application of the enamel, may be had, in bottles cours-e, being connected to the driving mechanor stone jars at Is., from the wholesale agents, ism in the ordinary way adopted in electric
Messrs . vV. B . Fordham & Sons, Limited, York clocks. The idea is very fascinating, and many·
Uoad, London, N., and at all cycle depots, iron- will feel inclined to experiment in the same
mongers, stores, etc. In putting on the enamel direction. As the statement has appeared in
care must bo taken to move the brush in one technical journals of repute, it is probably based
direction only, a.nd not backwards and forwards. on fact; but we have not ourselves had m
opportunity of testing the apparatus described:- .
T HE E DITOR.
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battery described in WoRx, November, 1890, should a. rongh plan and a. slight description of your system
cost about 4d. or 5d. each. Try J. Steen & Co., or Mr. ot drainage, as there are so many wars by which
sewer gas can find i ts way into a house. 'l' hc wn.rs
A CORNER l!'OR T BOS& WBO WANT TO T ALX IT. A. J . Hartill, 53 Worcester Street, in your own
town. If you faii these, you can have them sent by it can do so are, for instauce- 1. Through dcfecti\·e
post from Mr. Bottone direct, or from any other ·joints, either caused by bad workulltnship, settle• •• Jn consequence of the areat pressure upon the dealer
ment, or general decay. 2. T hrough o.ny overflow,
in electric sundries.-G. E. B.
"ShOP" columns of 'WORK, contributors are
w aste pipe from sinks, brtths, ~;utters. etc., which,
requested to be brief and concise in all future
Electric CoU.- J. E. W. (Burslem).-A series ot although
so-called trapped, are 111 direct communiquestions and replies.
articles on Coils is now in the Editor 's ha.nds. The cation with
sewer. 3. If there is 110 proper inter1,. answering any of the "Questions submiJIM to CcTre- last of the series will deal with medical coils, and ceptor trap cutting otf the house drainage from the
&pqn<Unts," or in referring to anything th.at has appeartd you will learn from it h ow to construct a. coil with main sewer. 4. If the house drain <tnd soil pipes
in " Shop," 11.1riters are rel]'!ltsUd to refer to the n1tmbtr several powers. For six powers you will require are not subject to a constant current of fresh nir by
fil"e separate lengths of w1re in the construction ot means of inlet and outlet ventilators. 5. If all traps
and me ~/number o/WoRK in which. th.e subject under
the secondary coil, the finish and commencing end that are in the !east way subject to syphon age arc
cc71$'idn-ation appeartd, and to give the heading of the
of each length being brought out to a separate stud not relieved by an air pipe, etc. etc. I could conparagraph to which reference is made, arut the initials
on the base of the coil. Or you may use one length tinue for some time giving examples of how it can
and J'lace oj rrsidence, or the -nom-<le·plume, of the wriler
and one size of secondary wire if you bring out a get into the house; but how to test when and
by w/w11~ the quutio1~ has been asked or to whom. a rtply
loop of the wire at the· end of each fifth layer ; twist where it ~ets there is useless to speculate Ul\On
1ta.s bu1~ a./ready given. .Answers ca.n110t be given to
the wire into a cord. and fasten each bared loop to without bemg more fully informed as to the s~tte
qt<estions which do not bear 01~ subjects th.at fairly come
a separate stud. Then, one wire from the primary of things at present. There are sc,·cral ways
within tlte scope of the J.t agazi11L
to represent the first power, and one each from the of testing if a drain leaks; by putting some nauseous
five sections of the secondary, will form the six or strongly smelling chenucul down the drain b\·
I.-Ll!:TTERS FROM CORRESPONDENTS.
powers. I do not know of a book dealing with means of the w.c., and seeing if it can be detect eel
Constructive Strength in Metal Work.-AN electric
coils generally. The articles I have
E:-;ar:O:EEn writes:-" 1 have been considerably written for WORK will give you much information anywhere about the house. I have heard of a plan
by which a chemical strongly l'CSCmbling the SlllCil
amused in reading an article in WORK of May 30th, on the subject.-G. E. B.
of
cats' urine is put into the drain, and it is t.hen
on" Constructi\'e Strength in Metal '\Vork," by Mr.
Span Roof Greenhouse.-T. N. (Dalston).-1 left to t he delicate (or otherwise.) sense of smell o£
H.arlo.nd (p. 162}. and it has set me wondering where
he has got his information from, as much is con- give sketches of front elevation, Fig. 1 ; side eleva- the domestic feline to trace the point of escape.
trary to all ordinary practice. Perhaps you or he tion, Fig. 2 ; general view of framework, Fig. 3, and j But all these means are purely theoretical and :::h·e
eould inform me in the column • Shop.' In speak- detail of joint at angles A, A of above. This makes nothing else but dissatisfaction, and 1 should Cl'ring about girders, he says: • Sometimes a second rather a short doorway, but that can easily- be 1 tainly not think of rccomml!nding thP.m. The
though smaller flange is made at the bottom: I altered in the making. I should make the sills of remarks I have made above us to the ways the g;Ls
ha,·c always found that wrought iron and steel 2~ in. by 4~ in. oak, the four cor~er posts. of 3 in. by can enter a house may appear to you too tcchnicul,
!rolled) girders ha,-e equal flanges, and that cast- 1 3m. yellow, and the rest of 3m. by 2m. yellow. but they are not so; for il' you find them rlitticult t o
iron ones have the flan~e in tension two or three 1 Either of the sashes along the sides can be hung for understand, I feel convinced that you would not be
times the area of the one 1n compression ; in ordinary the purposes of inlet ventilation. And the space able to give me a S!Jfficicntly clear description to
girders the bottom flange is the largest, thus ~ over door at one end, and the gable end of the enable me to bo of any service to you. 1f this is so
other for outlet ven·t llation. Do not attempt your only way is to call in an expc1·t in sauit.ai'S
not
He also mentions that some. times in bridges the top flange
to OP.en the sashes at the top, for this not only ma.tters, and let him make an examination, and
is straight and the bottom
entlllls a great deal more work, but it is a constaut give you a specification of what is necessary to l.Je
arched, while the w eb is piercsou1·ce of annoyance, unless it is done very nicely, done to put your premises in thoroug-h sanitary
ed. If he were to look at any such, he and by putting the tie bolt through the top rails of order, for which h e sl1ould not charge you more
'\VOnld find that the so-called girder was merely an frame-work, as shown at B, Fig. 3, you do away than £2 2s. If, on the other hand. you feel confide nt
ornamental casting t~_give a finish. that
you can give me a clear description, I
there were C.I . or W.I. girders {most
shall have much plettsut·e in telling you
likely arches) to take the weight, and
how to go about finding any defects
this was bolted to the face of the outside
there might be, and the cheapest wai:
one, and the bottom fiange was merely
to remedy them when found. But I
to stiffen the web or spandrel. Later
must say this, that the appliances
on, he t,alks about a girder being more
necessary to make a thorough exam in a·
weakened by holes in the w eb than the
tion and t~st arc, i n many cases, more
flange. So far as I have ever heard
costly than paying an expert to exo.minc
and done, the calculations for girders
...,j
the drains and 1·emedying the defects
are taken on the basis that all shearing
afterwards. I should have liked to
0
is borne by the web, and all bending
I •
have gi\•en a dcsci·iption as to testing a
by the flanges. 'l'he webs are always
drain a$ it would interest so many
I'
I
far stronger than n ecessary, according
readers ; but, in order to do so, I should
to calcnlations /0'1' shearing, for conhave to luy down a purely imaginary
stl·ncti vc reasons ; so a hole does not
system ,of drainage for example, ann
make any difference, excepting a very
perhaps this description would be a very
large one, or, perhaps, at the ends or
long way ft·om meeting your case.-E. D.
,
/1
under a concentrated load where the
"
Carpenterlng.- '1'. G. ·w. (Clapham).
<-------5
0----->
<:---------7
0--- -·*-·-~
shearing force is greatest and the excess
- I am not a wut·e of uuy book suitable
of area the least. The bending place or
Fig: 1
for an amateur that is in any \\'ay
Fig.
moment in a. girder can be resolved
superior to the various articles in WORK.
into a tension in one flange, and a comOf course. magazine articles vary ; some
Span Boot Greenhouse.
1 are
pre.'!Sion in the other ; and usually
suitable for well-advanced students,
these arc calculated closely; so any hole
and some for young beginners. I t i::1
reduces the area. and puts more stress on the rest, with the necessity of any intermediate rafters. beyond my proviuce to encourage 'l'. G. '\V. to hope
and thus diminishes the strength of the flange. Fur- The sashes need only be beaded on the outside, but for a weekly column-if it ever be done it must bn
ther on he ~:~ays: • 'l'he broader the base, the lower do not ,PUt any beads at the bottom of sashes or graduated better than '1'. G. W. suggests. I can
the centre of gravity will fall.' Will Mr. Harland match-lining in the front, but simplyweatber thoru.ils only advise that you watch the advertisements
kindly explain how the method of support affects the to allow the water to run off; the match-lining in local papers. My classes are at the N. \V. cud
centr e' or gravityl I have always understood it was bein~ thinner than the sashes will allow of {our of the town.-B. A. B.
thepolnt in which the whole weight may be supposed beadmg them on both sides. The top rails o top
Draughtsman.-G. B. (Popla1·) wishes to know
to aet, it·respective of the means of support. In sashes are m itred together, and a. piece of ridge roll
speaking of the A support for lathes, etc., he says bird's-mouthed over them. 'l'he space in "Shop" the qualifications of a draughtsman, and asks for
tbo.t alterations of length, due to change of temper- is wholly inadequate for a thorough description of advice as to books and classes. One qualification
ature, are alike on both sides; are these so much as a greenhouse, but you will find the matter exhaust- of a. draughtsman is undoubtedly the ability to
to atfect anything besides a sum in expansion by ively treated in Nos. 12, 14 and 15, Vol. I., under the make a drawing-, more Ol' less finished and elaborate
heat for some schoolboy'l I know that bridges ot heading of" The Tenant's Grecnhouse.''-E. D.
in style accor dmg to the class of work he has to
40ft. toW ft. s pan, designed by first-class engineers
deal w ith; another, and in most cases a. much more
hn.ve often no allowance made for it. I should like
Watch Springs. - CLIPS.-{1) Try the effect of important qualification, is that he shall understand
to hear what Mr. Harland has to say, as, if he is cooling between two plates of iron smeared with what he bas to draw. For the draughtsman is
r ight, I shall have to alter my methods.n
oil; if after this they go wavy, your only course is generally called upon to invent what he draws; if
he be a n architectural draughtsman called upon to
Cycloidal Curves.- AN 0LDEDISONI.AN writes:- to set them true by careful hammering. (2) It design,
say, such a comparo.tively simple thing as o.
" I canno,t endorse the statement of C. E. iu his depends on size partly, but generally they are sash-window,
likely the only data given him
reply to C. C. (New Ol·oss), pages 237-8 of WoRn:, heat ed in a charcoal fire, and llardened in oil and to work from most
will
be
the h eight and width of the
Vol. Ill. 'l'he speed of any point on the surface of blazed off. You can get spring steel of P.tl.el, St.
window; it is for l1im to decide on the sizes, shapes,
a revolving disc is proportional to its distance from John's Street, Clerkenwell.-J.
and construction of the window-f1·ames, windowthe centre, and to say that the lower part of any
Whitening Stains. - ANXIOUS. - When old sashes, archi traves, thickness of glass, and all other
whf:!CI ~ravels n1ore. slowly than the upper when stained
plaster work or woodwork is coated w ith details necessary to m ake the working dra.wing
rol! mg m conta.~t w1th a plane surface, is an error whitening-wash,
the stains invariably work through, complete. If he be a m echanical draughtsman
Of )Udgment. 'I he fact that the path Of any point
no matter it you give it a dozen coats. The w1ly called upon to design an iron roof, probably all t he
on the periphery of a rolling wheel takes the form and
wherefore is a lengthy matter, and no practical · requirements that will be put before him are that it
o~ a cycloidal curve, proves n othing beyond the
would accrue to you to discuss it here. shall cover so much ground, and shall be covered
R1mplo fact that, although the wheel r evolves on advantage
To
remeay
the
r emove all old whiting, and with corrugated iron o1· slates, as the case mu.y be.
its axle it does not do so in a. circle. Now let a. coat the stainstrouble,
with oil paint, or try a wash of It is then the draughtsman's duty to say what style
w heel ?r disc be rotated upon its axle, and at the plaster-of-Pa.ris and
latter -may answer, of roof-fl'in cipal shall be adopted, the size nnd
same tuuo moved along a. plane sur face but with- the former is sure to.water~the
Have you tried Alabastine J materia of every member-rafters, struts, tensionont actually being in contact with it, and'at a speed -F.P.
rods, tie· bars, purlins-wit.h sizes nnd shapes of all
corresponding to that at which it would m ove it it
and connections. ns well ns the si.z es and
were rolling thereon, what becomes ot C. C.'s conGeneral House Repatra.-A. F. S. (Hackney). joints
strengths
of the supporting columns. So that G. ll.
t ention 1 (.;ycloidal curves would be formed from -There is a very usetul waistcoat-pocket price
a ny point ot its periphery in precisely the same book, published by Spon (London), which I think will see that dro.ught.smnnsbip, or the art of dra win~,
way, but the under edge of the wheel must move at w ould suit you, b ut I should advise you to call and is only one of the minor qunlitlcntions of what 1s
generally known as t\ "dmughtsman." Before
the same speed U..'l the upper, no matter what that see them, or else write for catalogue.- E. D.
commencing
to mako mechanical dl'tl.wings (I
speed Dlight lJo." [The fact of your not. being able to
Aquarium.- A NEw SUBSCRIBER.-An article assume from G. B.'s let.tm· thnt he is a mechanical
oudorRe t.lu) accuracy of C. K's reply does not affect
Ita aoun1luoss. Will you d~>.rnonst.rato, as clearly as on the construction of an Aquarium appeared in engineer), I '\o\"ould strong-ly recommend him to
C'. 11:. doe!l, the argument you u.dducc to controvert Part 31 Vol. I . of WORK. Should this be too work throuJ'h some smn 11 book of plttne geometry
elaborate for you1· purpose, you conld leave out - there are plent.y pul.Jiishllfl at Gd. which are suitt11e conclu11ion he arrives at 1-l!:o.J
such details as you did not desire. '!'he instruction able-and familiarise himself with the bisection of
lL-Q0~8'l'ION8 ANSWERED BY l£Dl'l'OR AND STAFF.
for any part· of the design will hold good.-C. M. W. lines, drawing purnllel Iincs. Cl"ection of right
angles under various conditions. lluding centl·cs
Model l:leotrlo Lights. - J. H. { WolverSewer
Gae.-E.
T.
(Bu?-ntcliffe).-It
is
impossible
circles. and othc1· simple problems. A knowhampton).-'l'he carbon plates for the small box tor me to give 10u a test tor sewer gas unless I have of
ledge of these will save him much future troublo.
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After this. let him make copies of simple mechanical dnLwings. so as to get accustomed to the
ruethodl; of using the instruments and the uses ot
sections. plans. and cle'l"atious, conventional colours
for dHfcrcnt matcrh\ls, etc. After a little of this
w ork. he should make frechnnd sketches of some
simple piece of machinery or joinery, measure it
up, and figure the dimensions on his sketches, and
from .these di m~nsions ~ry to make a prope: w01·lting
drawmg. H e w11l mosthkelyfindthatthedimensions
arcnotsulllcient.Cor his purpose; tbntalthoughhehas
taken twice as many measurements as are necessary,
he is still short of some thatare absolutely needed to
make an accurate drawing. Only practice can cure
this. though the knowledge of the ~eometry above
recommended will assist l:iim in de01ding which are
the right dimensions to take. 'l'he flrst clrawings
should all be big and bold-not "finicky ''-to full
size or as big a scale as possible. Draw with strong
lines, but, on the other hand, let the colouring be
rather pale, except in such p!Lrts as are in section.
Good lettering, or "printing.'' and general artistic
finish to a drawing are vcrydesirab1c, and in son1e
drawing offices a necessity; but there are thousands
of working drawings sent into the shops with the
dimensions and particulars merely ·written on them
in ordinary handwriting. I can recommend no
better books than Cassell's Technical 1\-!anuals,
which are ad~·ertised in '\VoRK at the end of
"Shop." "Dro.wing for ::\Iachinists." price 4s. 6d.,
is the one that will probably suit G. B. best.
Crosby Lock wood & Co. also publish "Engineer·
in~ Drawing," price 3s. 6d .. one-third of which
might be useful. If possible, try and attend a.
night class under some science and art teacher.
-A. B.

Life Buoy .- W. J. C. (Snn·ey).-"·rite to Messrs.
P. B. Cow & Co.. Indiarubbcr manufacturers, Cheapside, London, E.C.
Coa l Vase.--BLACK DtA::O.lOXDS.-If you purchase
No. 36 of \Voan::. price one penny, you will find, on
p. 5il, patticulars of how to make a cheap coal
vase: also. if you refer to the Indexes of Vols. I .
and II. of ,~,-·oRr,:, se,·ernl other references will be
found relating to coal boxes.
Overmantel a nd Coal Vase.-G. A. H. (!sling·
ton• .N.).-Particulars of a simple, cheap coal vase
were gi'l"en in 'WORK, No. 36, p. 571. For overmantel designs procure Nos. 5 and 22 of ·woRK.
Electric L igh t ing R eplies.-A::-< OLD EDISO·
t'HAN.-Thanks for your criticisms. The pages of
"Sb.op," Section I .• are open to you, or any reader,
to question the accuracy of anything you light upon
in \.VoRR:, and which may not seem quite clear.
G. E. B. will reply to you through "Shop." In the
meanwhile, reference has been made to his "copy,"
and in each instance complained of he wrote 1/Vatts,
r!Ot "volts," so that it is a printer's, not an author's,
error.
Blunders in· Replies. - A..-" OLD EDISONIAN
-The blunders noticed by you in my replr to
J . C. H. (Dublin), on p. 172, are manifestly either
slips of the pen or printer's errors. Of course
it Is most unfortunate that they should have got into
print, but it is evident to all, except a. mere tyro,
that the word" volts'' is a misprint tor" Watts."
The sentence should, therefore, read: ''Your ten
lamps. of 8 c.p. each lamp,. will take 280 Watts of
current to light them. 'f welve lamps will take 336
Watts of current." ~o one in his ris-ht mind would
think of running ten 28 '\"olt lamps m series from a
set of accumulators, as this would involve the
employment of one hundred an.d forty cells in series
at the least. In the next sentence but one of the
reply. the mistake is r epeated.. It should read.:
"Multiply the Watts of current by the number of
hours the cells are wanted; divide this by the voltage of the cells to be used, and you will then find
the desired capacity of the cells to be employed.''
For instance, supposing we take twelve 8 c.p.lamps.
These will take 3} ·w atts of current per candle
power; then 3! x 12 x 10 will give us 336 Watts of
current as being necessary to light the lamps. I
think the quet·ist wished to know the least number
of cells he could use, and the longest time he could
use them. Now, if he wished to use the lamps for
a twelve hours' run, and the resistance of his lamp
circuit is 18 ohms, the figures will be 336 x 12 =
4
fg~ = 22i ampere hours as the required capacity of
the accumulator cells. As the eleven plate E. P. S.
cells have only a capacity of 220 ampere hours, I
deemed it best to have the fifteen plate size, which
has a capacity of 330 ampere hout·s. 'l'he merits of
~reply in "Shop". can only be judged by comparing
It with the question to be answered. These are
sometimes of such a. character, as to be calculated
capable of puzzling a Transatlantic lawyer.G. E. B.
Brass Lac quer.-J. K. ·w. (Lit·erpool).-A good
golden-coloured lacquer for brass is described on
p. 83, No. 58. Vol. II. of ·woRK. You will also find
recipes for brass lacquers in "Shop " (see p. 2-8, No.
54, Vol.II. of \Vomc.) As a rule, it is cheaper to buy
brass lacquer ready macle by professional makers.
A good cold lacquer for brass is sold by Messrs. J.
& E. Hartley, 13, ~t. Paul's Square, Birmingham.G. E. B.
Insulating Compound.-J. X. ~.v. (Liverpool).
-I cannot just now place my hand on any recipe
tor making an insulating compound of gutta-percba
with other substances. Gutta-pcrcbn can be dis·
solved in bisulphide of carbon. chloroform, and
ether, and. the resulting pasty mass be employed as

an insulating compound. Perhaps some of our
readers can describe an insulating compound of
gutta-percha with other substances.-G. E. B.
Dry Battery. - E. W. (Euston Road). - Dry
batteries have been and are used for working
portable medical coils, but I cannot say whether
the dry battery described by F. A. (Portsmouth) on
p. 174. would be suitable or not. The mixtUre
appears as it it would work, but I cannot say anything about the constancy of such a battery.
Perhaps .F. A . will obli~e us with his experience.
If you w1sh to try the mtxture, use it in cells made
of thick sheet zinc. Canisters 6 in. in length by 3 in.
in diameter are a convenient size.- G. E. B.
Electric Bell Battery Repatrs.-C. R. (May·
field).-! cannot reco~ist~ the battery from your
description of it; posstbly it is a dry silver chloride
battery. If so, the wire coil is a. silver wire, and
this has been immersed in a paste of silver chloride,
separated from the zino by a canvas or cloth partition.
The zinc must be cleaned and the silver chloride
renewed. I have not a high opinion of these
batteries, so should advise Leclanche or Gassner
cells instead.-G. E. B.
Electrotype Copy of Bound's Bead.-0. F.
(Sherborne). -.A.s you have modelled the head in
clay, and have taken a copy of this in plaster-of.
Paris, your course is quite clear. Get a copy of
'\VoRK for August 9th, 18901 and read therein the
article on "Electrotype Copies of Busts.'' 'l'his will
give you details of the process to be followed in
getting an electrotype copy of the hound's hea..d.
Of course you have the plaster mould in two or
more pieces. Soak them well in linseed oil, and
bake them afterwards. to make the plaster insoluble
in the electrotzy,e solution. This should be done
several times. 'I he insides of the two halves of the
mould must then be coated with blacklead, as
directed in the article on ·• Bla.cklead and Black·
leading," in WoRK for October 5th, 1889. These
must now be treated as directed in the article
above mentioned to ~et a.n electrotype copy, and
the two hal~es of tb1;5 copy soldered together,.:.: If
you meet wtth any difficulty, ~lease let me know
and I will advise you in" Shop.' ·we do not send
replies by post.-G. E. B.
Fungus.-E. G. P. (London).-The only remedy
for the above is the removal of the cause. The
causes are generally want of ventilation. Con.fined
air without moisture considerably assists the
fungus. 'l'oo much moisture will prevent its growth,
but if dampness is combined wit.h warmth, and
without ventilation, it assists its growth; in fact,
all kind.s of stoves increase its growth if the
parts are in any way damp. Linoleum or oil-cloth
is frequently the cause of dry rot, by prevent-i ng
access of air and retaining the damp. The best
way to treat it is to cut out all the diseased timber,
and substitute thoroughly seasoned material in
place of same; ventilate the cellar, and lastly1 but
not least, thorougly brush away all signs or the
fungus ; for one of its peculiarities is that the germs
of the fungi are carried in all directions in a building where it shows itself, without necessity for
actual contact between the affected and sound
wood.-E. D.
Gas Meter Index.-0. C. (0,%iford).-You will
find this question fully answered on page 541, No.
34, Vol. I . of WORK, with the correction that where
it saysl in brackets~ "bear in mind it would have to
go rignt round to oe 1'090," "read bear in mind it
would ha>e to go right round to be 1'000.''-E. D.
Iron Roof. -PLUCK. - There is no doubt that
~vanised corrugated iron, of at least No. 20
Birmingham wire ~age and properly galvanised,
is far preferable to black•iron sheets for your purpose, and one great consideration in its favour is,
that being corrugated this enormously increases
the stiffness a.nd stren~th of the sheets. consequently there are less mtermediate supports required. This, I think, does a.way with the necessity
of answering your other questions.- E . D.
Cement.-Gt.Astus.-I thin~ you will be able to
succeed with plaster-of·Paris. If it sets too quickly,
mix sugar with it; alum water used to mix it with
makes it set very hard, or you might use Pa.rian
cement, which would not set so quickly. I am
trying some experiments, and will let you know the
result if you do not succeed, and will write again.w. E . D., JR.
Glass SUverlng.- ANxxous B.-You cannot have
a cheaper method than that by nitrate of silver; and
as you say{.ou have read those described in WoRK,
you will, o course, have seen there are many things
that would account for those in the trade being able
to make and sell at a cheaper rate than an amateur
can produce. 'fo mention one obvious one. all their
materials are bought in quantities, andt therefore,
very likely a.t less than half price; ana it is quite
right that it should be so. They have to live by
their trade. A true amateur does things for the
love of making and the knowledge gained, and not
to compete with the trade, nor to make a profit on
his work ; in fact, in that case, be ceases to be an
amateur. If, therefore, you want to make one or
two cheaper than you could buy them, you will find
it cannot be done; but if, as I said, you wish to do
it for the love of it, and the knowledge gained, try
the recipes given in WORK.-W. E. D., J R.
Bicycle EnameL-W. L. (No Add1·ess.)-Get
enamel :Qaint, any colour, from an oilman. State
what it IS for. The enamelled plat:.es used in
advertising soaps, etc.~ are baked in an oven; the
process is patented. ~toving enamel for bicycles
would stand under water, but you would not get
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it white. You cannot melt the edges of glass so
as to make watertight joints. Join the edge!! with
ce.ment used for glass work ; cement of Pompeil
Will do.-A. S. P.
Sta1Ds out of Books.-BOOKWORM.-You ask
how to take a wa.t.er stain out of a book. I am
very sorry that I cannot tell rou bow to do this ; a.
stain halfway up every page IS a. serious aft'air. I
am afraid your book is hopelessly s poiled. There
are a few things you might try, but you would
have to take the book to pieces and treat every
leaf separately, and, of course, such a. procedure
entails no small degree of labour, besides the
chance of making matters worse through the want
of experience in your manipulation. A very weak
solution of oxalic acid might be used as a bath,
every leaf placed in separately, and allowed to
remain for some time, and afterwards placed
between sheets of blotting to dry. I would really
advise this BooKWORM not to attempt this. I am
sure he will only make matters worse.-G. C.
Engine Valves.-P.ASSIL.-In No. 110, Vol. ID.
of WORK, and p~e 89, you will find a diaiJI'am and
drawings of a pla.tn slide-valve and its actlOn. 'l'he
description of the practical method of setting the
same would take up too much space of " Shop" : it
would also be impossible to mention a book treating
of all the different forms of valves as desired, a.nd,
as the methods of working the same are as
numerous as the valves themselves, it would want
an encyclopredia on the subject to aft'ord the in·
formation desired, and as the method of setting
th.em would vary for each alteration in geating, you
will see that it would be an impossibility for one
book to contain all the information desired. I
herewith give a list of a few books relating to
engine valves :-(1) "A Treatise on Valve Gear,"
by Zeuner; published by E. and F. N. Spon. This
book deals solely with the theory, and is considered
a standard work on the subject of which it treats.
(2) "Sink Motion and Expansion Gear.'' by N. P.
Burgh, published likewise by E. and F. N. Spon.
This gives a. pretty complete account of several
kinds of valves, includfug Corliss motion. (3J
''Valve Gears," by Spangler, published by John
Wiley & Sons, 53, East Tenth Street, New York.
(4) "The Steam Engine," by D. K. Clark, published·
by Blackie & Son, Limited. This is a costly work.
as it contains four volun1es; there is some useful
information on valves in it. (5) "Steuerungen der
Dampfmaschinen," by Emil Blaha, published by
Julius Springer, Berlin. I give this as, should you
be able to read German, it seems more of the style
of book you want. n gives both diagrams and
drawings of a great number of valves and motions
for same. Tl:iere may probably be an English
translat.ion of samehbut I have not seen one. When
you ask for the met ods used in setting the valvesil
I suppose you mean the practical way which wi
most probably vary to a certain extent in each shop
you work in. I do not know of any book which
treats of the subject. .All books on valves give the
:position of the eccentric, or the method ot obtainmg it for the various valves treated of.-P. B. H.
Mlldewed Glass.- T. W. (Lounhboro') .-1 am
afraid you csnnot restore your glass. Mildew is a.
fungus growth, and to destroy it would destroy the
silvering. To re-silve.:, kindly ret~r to ~rticles in
WoRK, Vol. II., No_. 55, p. 44 ;,No. 1 o, p._3t3; No. 78,
:p. 422; No. 83, p. 503; and -" o. 85, p. 536.- W. E.
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Aphengescope.-G. S. R. (Tewke.sbtwy). -The
abo•e instrument is not a patent, and you can
make either of those which have been described in
WORK.-C. A . P.
SUverlng Gla.~s.-MIRRoR.- The formula you
quote is generally, I believe, called "Drayton's Process," and is given correctly, except in one impor·
tant particular. After you have floated on the
glass a few drops of a mixture of oil of cloves and
spirits of wine (in the proportion of oil of cloves one,
spirits of wine three) should be dropped in different
places, or diluted oil of cloves can be added to the
solution before it is poured on the glass; the more
oil of cloves the quicker the deposit, but do not add
too much. To remove the old, if by quicksilver
process, use wood naphtha on a rag and rub hard.
-W. E. D., JRFerrotype Process.-W. J. H. P. (Cookstown).
-The ferrotype process is simply the wet collodion
process on metal plates-ferrotype plates being thin
sheet· iron covered with a dark varnish, usually of a.
chocolate tint, and may be purchased at the photo·
graphic dealers in dozen or gross packets of the
sizes generally adopted for dry-plates. They may
be trimmed with a. pair of scissors to a.n:y shape.
There is no special war. of treatment dift'ermg from
ordinary collodion positive work, and atlY collodion
and 'developer that will work well on glass will do
the same on ferrotype plates. '!'heir a~vanta.gcs
are in comparison with glass, less we1ght and
liability to breakage; and the ~isadva?to.ge is, not
so true a surface, and the 1magl? IS r eversed,
which is not of much importance w1th the class of
work usually done on them. Of course, by ~id of o.
mirror or re'\"ersing prism, the reverso.l m1ght be
remedied, but it rarely ever is.-D.
Umbrella Materi als. - EYRE. - The following
are the names and addresses of the firms in Li'l"er·
pool and Manchester who sell all kinds of umbrella.
materials :-:McKenzie Bros., Bold Street, L1vet··
pool; W. Walmsley, Victoria Buildingl!. Victoria.
Street, :Manchester; Hughes Young, Deansgate,
Manchester.- w.
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Lady's Wor k -box.-W. J . (PO?·tsea).-Wor kboxes offer verr little opportunity for originality.
.As you intend it for a present, I edvise you to
make it diamond shape. Join each of. tbe fow·
large sides to the narrow sides as in pla.n (Fig. 3),
the grooves, etc.. extending from top to bottom.
Great strength is not particularly necessary. I t
might answer if you screwed or dowelled a greencloth covered bottom board into position. It will
be preferable to make the reel and needle boxes
bodily removable. Construct a shallow tray, a nd
ioin three divisions across its width, and a desirable
number of partitions between these. For firmness,
tongue the ends of each cross-piece into the diyisions it meets with. See back numbers for descrlptions of these joints. There is a feature about the

A

•

:Fig.~

_Fig. 5

•

Fig.l .

~

brush, and spread barely and quickly. 'When hard I Speculum Grinding.- ·w. B. (B1·untcli ffe). finish with two or more coats finest copal varnish. Detailed notes on t his s ubject will eventuafly apParts near tbe flre should be coated with Bruns- pear in the ordinary column;; of 'VoRrc .Meantime,
I sufficiently answer your quel'ies to enable you to
wick black.-F. P.
Model Electrio Motor.- ·w. G. C. (Taunton).- go on. 'l'he rough edges ma~· be taken;oH· the glass
Your model motor is a Yery tiny a.tfair mdeed, only · disc either with an ordinary grindstone, using
having an arn1ature Un. by i in., and field magnets plenty of water, or witlt a lathe. In the latter case,
iin. square. Fill the armature wi th No. 32 silk cement a piece of wood to each face of the glass
covered copper wire, and wind as much of this disc, o.nd mount the whole in the lathe so that it
wire as you can get in the fields. As you have not runs true. Get a fJiece of soft shcct·iron about 18 in.
given me the full dimensions of the wil·e space at by 3 in. Bend it as in l!'ig. 1, o.ntl clamp it by the part
your command on the magnet cores and the arma- marked A to the tool-rest of the lathe. Bring it under
ture. I cannot tell the quantity of wire you can get the glass, as in Fig. 2. Feed Rand, ox· coarse emery
on the model. The replies are published only in a.nd water down in the direction of the anow. '!'he
"Shop" for the general benefit of all readers.- cutting substance will imbed in the soft iron, which
w ill spring to the irregularities of the glass edge,
G. E. B.
but at the same time c ut them away. As the
Books on Drawing, etc.-L. G. (Falnwttth).
approaches completion, the ot her end (c) of
The following books may help rou-"Tbe Princi· edging
pies of P erspective" (Trobridge). 2s. 6d. ; " Cassell's the iron land may be s ecured, and the disc may
Course of Geometry," by E. A. Davidson, price 5s.;
•· First Book of Experimental Geometry," by Paul
Bert, price l s. 6d.
A Squirrel's Cag e.- H UGH.-In making a cage
for squirrels, or, in tact, a. cage to keep any of the
A
rodents or gnawing animals in, one thing has to be
borne in m ind, namely, keep the woodwork pro·
tected from teeth. 'l'he cage illustrated in Fig. 1 is
made of ~ in. angle bar, zinc bottom and false
bottom, the only wooden parts are the round discs
for the wheel. '!'hese are of! in. mahoganr, covered
on the inside with tin. A small brass tube forms the
Fig. f.
bearings of the axle. 'l'he branch of a tree is not
fixed to the bottom, but is suspended fron1 the top,

Pig'. 2.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 ~

Specu!ilm Grinding.

Lady's Work Box.-Fig. 1.-Box Cl osed. Fig. 2.Box Open. Fig. 3.-Plan of o ne Corner. :Fig.
4.- Plan of fixed Top Board to which a r e
hinged t he Lids. Fig. 5.- Section of Removable Top Piece shown b etween the Lids in
:Fig. 1. -Fig. G. -Fastening for the Flaps in
Lids.
donble lid which will not recommend it to an impatient lady. Mitre and screw four narrow pieces
to a whole board. Fill the space of ir partly up
with a fixed board. and to it hinge a companion
ilap, the latter with a fastening (Fig. Gl atto.cbed.
'fhis makes one lid. A rail, in section like Fig. 5. is
needed to retain the lids as in Fig. 1 - nothing
more, unless to provide against dishone;;ty. Have
a fixed slotted rail (Fig. 4) across the top of the box,
a nd screw two nanow pieces to the bo.cks of the
lids, as in Fig. 1, to enter the slot, and you will find
that, by removing the cross·rail, the lids can be
opened as in Fig. 2. In my limited space I cannot
show how the ends of the removable cross-piece
must be cut, nor the distance apart the lids must be
hinged; but a little thought will make it all clear
to you. Arrive at best size by cutting and
arranging cardboard. Place in our bands another
query concerning covering of smalllids.-J. S.
Rubbe r Sta mps.-A• NEWI'SUBSCRIBER-Full
directions for making rnbber stamps are given on
pages 59:l and 630 of Nos. 38 and 40 of Vol. I. of
WORK. Some modification of the process may
meet your case, but evidently no suggestions can
be given unless the specific purpose be clearly
stated.-Qur VrvE.
Imitation of Granite Stone.-J. B. (Devonport). - 'l'his J?rocess is one of the minor and
elementary div1sions of the Art of Marbling. Soace
":ill not permit an exhaustive lesson here, but I
g1ve you a few concise directions which will pro·
bably ~erve you.r present purpose. For a. staircase
~all, e1th.er a pmk or ~ey granite would suit-that
lS, assum.mg you reqmre something "everlasting"
and samtary. and not a "modern'' decorath·e
treatJl!cnt. .Remember grey walls will give a cold
sensation, pm~ a ·w arm and cheerful effect. For
the former, pamt the walls with grey paint of a
"leaden " hue; then, when dry, with a small piece
of hone~ comb spou~e. ap~ly the ~pots of pure black
a!ld whtte, and .fhush w1th a hght varnish. For
Pll).k gramte1 nux your ground with white lead
pamt and a httle Venctlo.n red i n oil. Put in tbe
bla9k and white spots as for g1·ey. A skirting
of ' l?lack and goJ(l' ma:rble beneath this would be
best ~n youx: case: Bamsters would look well and
cons1stent tf. pamted a deep bronze green then
coated with !tard·drying varnish. Before tltis gets
set, rub a httle gold bronze-powder on the prominent parts with a little piece of unwashed washleather.- JJ ECOR.\ l'On.
Black . Ename l •. - .J. M. (Wanstcad). - Slate
mantel-p1eccs and s1milar goods are enamellen and
~to.vcd on the p~'inciple of. Japanned ware. Hence
tt tS an opcr ut1011 not smtn.ble for a novice to attempt. " As piuo.Jl'~"; ''is an enamel, doubtless egual
to tlie majority or largely used brands· but black
~nl?-r_nels of tlJis type.. even if one htts suttlcient
ctbll1ty to make a good JOb of applying it. cannot be
com~o.red for wear to the proper process. Vo.I'nishmakm" fh·•ns prc )JO.t'C these enamels especially for
&tov~ng. The best n~sult an amatcUL' 1s likely to
obtit~n on a fl tl~ surl'~ce of any size, would be by
coatmg the article wtth one or two thin coats of
flnely-fltrain ed "dead black," made from ivory
black ~round.in t!lrps, a little oil. varnish or Japan
go1d .slzo to b1nd 1t, and then tlunncd to working
consistency with turps. Use a fio.t camel-hair

Fig. 1.- A Squirrel 's Cage with Branch of Tree
and Revolvlng W.lleel.
and can be removed with a little trouble. The
trays at the bottom are 1! in. deep, and draw right
out; and the compartment under the wheel can be
made dark by a covering. T he door opens upwards,
and can be closed with a slam. or by its own weight
if the fastener (Fig. 3) works easy. The top of the
food-box opens and fas tens in the s~:une wo.y as the

A.
Fig._2.
Fig. 2. -Door for Fig. 1. Fig. 3.-Fasten~ for
Door at A, Fig. 2.
doo~. I

need not give ~ull det~ils of construction.

l thmk a glance at the lllustrattons and the article

on." Bird qages," page .20, Yol. II., No. 54, will be
QUite SuffiOlent.-F. H.
Aguarlum.-F. W. B. (Su-nderland). - The best
b~ ox on the Aquarium is published by Upcott Gill,
1 , Strand, W .C., price ls.-C. .M. W.
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then be easily cut to a perfect circle. Force nothing-do all easil,.v. 'l'he only way to succeed in
glass-grinding is to fully grasp the fact that the
continuous removal of almost microsco)Jic particles
is the speediest and s afest method of wo1·ldug. If
the discs have been well c hipped at the ware house,
and•you are without a lathe, you might wol'k your
first e:\.-perimental mirror unedged. .I<'or the rough
grinding you need not hing but washed s and, or
coarse emery and water. The bes t motion for the
rough grinding is a stra ig ht s troke, which ex poses
one-third of the diameter of the lower disc a.t each
stroke. 1\'Ieantime the opera tot· should W<'llk continuously round the ]lOSt or bench, and !;hould also
revolve the speculum disc under his hand. Let the
straight stroke preponderate. OtherwisP., an occasional systematic il-reg ularitr is an ad vantage.
The time necessary to rough out a speculum will be
from three to fi>e hours continuous. Afterwards,
the time necessary depends on the character of the
work done. 'Vhen you ha ve roughed the dis c out,
or if you get into any dilliculty, you must come to
the editor again.-E. A. F.
Faste ning Glass B a lls.- F. 1\:. B. (Londonl.There a;,:e several good cements in t he m~~rket tha t
you might use to fasten the glass balls to Your look·
ing glass, and tl1e balls being g round flat on one
side will greatly fac ilitate m atters. Yon might u~c
"Coagiline," warming both glass and balls as much
as they will safely bear (in fact. ma king ilu~ ar ticles
hot enough is the great secret o( success with all
cements) ; or I can from experience recommend
" Le Page's Liquid Glue." or, if it i~ likely to stand
in a damp place, the following may be tried, as it is
said t o res1st water. DissolYe ten parts of pure d•ry
gelatine in a hundred parts ot water, add ten parts
of a concentrated solution of bichromate of potash,
and keep in the dark. ''"hen used the light ca.uses
a chemical change to ta ke place. and the film of
cement becomes extremely toug h aud dura ble.W. E. D., J!-.TR.
Opal Glass L e tte r s.- J. P.C. UYo A ddress).! do not know of any n1achine to cut out opa l letters.
Do you wish tben1 like those s old ? If so. they a rc
not cut out ; but seeing :rou wish to utilise t he
waste, I can only suggest tha t r ou make template::.
and cut out with a diamond ; but perhaps some
other subscriber seein&' this r~ply mnr be able to
suggest a better methoa.- \\' , E.lJ., J);I{.
Trl unla l L a ntern.- L. J. K. (Dublinl wishes
to know whether the lid of a piano A- in. thick would
be sufficient substance fo1· the bodi of the Iantcm
described in ¥VoRT~. 1\Iost certa.inly yes. ns your
r,.iece of stuff is sure to b e thoroug-hly '"ell·scnsoned.
l'he issues in which tho aboYc ar ticles appeared arc
Nos. 83. 87, 91. 96, and 100. You will also find ;l d·
ditional information on la ntern matrers in the
"Shop" columns of the aboYe issnes.-C. .A. P.
Safety Bicyc le. - A ::\'Ew SL·BsCRIBER.- The
numbers of \YoRK in which t he a t·ticlcs on Safe ty
BicyclesappearedaroNos. lOi . 111, 115, 119. You can
get these nmnbers of '\\'o Rr~ through a newsa gent,
or of the publishers, Cassell &. Co., London, E. C.
Sig n Writ ing a nd L ettering. -'\\-. S. ZIL
(Brixton Hilll.-The nrticlcs upon this subiect will
be found in the following numbers oe 'i\'onK :Nos. 1, 2, 4, 11, 13, 1i, I:l, 23. 30, 34, 39, 43. 4-l, 45• .Ji, J!l,
and 51. 'l'hese anclnnd' other of the back number.:;,
together with the In excs to \ols. I. and Il., nro
procurable through nn~· bookseller, or of the pnb·
lishers, Cassell & Co., London, E. C.
.Sig n Writ i n g.-).', H. (L onnley). do not
gn·e the addresses of contributors. An> stamped
and s ealed communication forwarded here shall
have the address contplc ted and posted.
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Skiv er Leath er .-J. H. B. ( Jllosrlcu>.-'l'he term
is ns L h:wc written it, not ~kivet. You nsk for
instruc_:t io!'s _fot· ~htl prc·pnriu~ the abon~ !eathet• to
hlock 111 11111l:tl 11)11 j.iOltl, aut! wlmt \'1\l'll tSh to use
nftct·. 'l'ht•rt> :u·<· many methods bv which this is
clone. \\'nsh the lenthet• o,·er with pasle·water,
nn<l afterwards ~;h·e two eo:lts of ~Ioire, allowing
the tit·st co:tt to dr:v b<'forc npplymg the second.
Lar on the !{Old in· the ustu\1 manner, block, and
wipo otT. Another. wa~h the leathet· with gluewntm·, nnd, when dry. lay on the gold and block.
Another. use dry powder, such ns resin powdered,
~uru snnul'I\C powdercd,..dust 0\'er the leather, lift
t.hc ~old on t-he block, and block as usnal. Afterwards varnish with shellace varnish or Zaehns·
{!orf's bookbinders' Yarnish, to be had from the
muker-Cnm bt•idge Uircus, Sha{tesbury A Yenue,
London. "-.c. ln nll or these methods, the press
must be hot while blocking. For further information, see m1tny back numbers from the first-.-G. C.
Phonograph.-F. W. 'N. (Ha.~tinos).-I cannot
gi vc inst-ructions in "Shop ·• for m1tking wax cylinders for this instnunent. for several reasons, the
chief being the wn.nt of space. The information
would be of little use to you without clt·awings of
moulding appamti. 'l'hc cylinders are not made
entirely of wa.x. but. of n composition in which wax
forms a part. In some forms w e nre informed that
" wax is not in it! '' There has been no article on
the phonograph as )'et in WonK.- \V. D.
A s h Bar Hole. - ·r. l'IL G. (f/oclclesclon). - .A.lthough I do not know the plan adopted by the
makers of gymnastic apparatus, yet I may say that
the essential conditions are well known, namely,
the boring tool must t'e\·otve, and the bar must
rcvol:re in the contrary direction. '!'his at once
indicates a lathe or similar coutrinmcc. \Vere it
not for the fact that. the grain of the wood is likely
to influence the direction of t.he bore, you might
bore front both encls. I belie,·e that with a Morse
twist-bit, as modified by the eo. for wood, you
could Yenturo to clo so. If not, yon will have to
l1ave lengthening bars made to the boring tool up
to 8ft. long, nnd such tools nt·c so special that, no
doubt, you will hM·e to hnve them made to order.
1' nless :rou expect to have many bat-s to bore, I
shottld strongly addse obtaining the bar ready,
which you may do of the gymnastic apparatus
mnnufacturers.-JJ . ..:\.. B.
Safe ty Bicy cl e Rims.-COXSTANT READER.Hims 30 in. bs- ~ in. ct·cscent. 3s. pnir; hubs, plated
and tapped for spokes, from Us. to 2ls. (The above
nre pt•tces to the trade.) Price lists of the above,
:~nd o.ll other materials o.nd fittings, can be had of
Brown Bros., 7, Great Eastern S treet, London; also
~t. George's Urcle Compnny, Uppet· 8trect, Islington; also W. A. Lloyd . ~ Co., Lionel Street, Birmin;,{ham.-A. S. P.
Re s toring L eather Chair Seat s .-.A.NXJOUS·
-'l'o re·dye worn n.nd fa.<led leather seats is, I
believe, an operation which upholsterct·s udmit that
they have no satisfactory way of doing. 'When
seats reach this stage, the only sound thing to do is,
it is said, to give them new co,·erings. Something
lll<tY. however, be done in the way of brightening
11p the faded material. \Vhite of egg will do this,
or French polish lightly laid on so as not to saturate
the leatber.-S. \Y.
Patent.-E. ,V. G. (No .Aclcl?·ess).-A person wl1o
!Jus obtain e el provisional protection for something,
i;; simply assured thereby that no later applicant
can obtain the g 1·ant of a patent that will give him
n. prior right. The great danger in putting the
invention before t he public, priot· to the patent
bein~ sealed, is thnt there may be a J?l'Ovisional
protection of earlier date for a similar tluu~, with a
simihu· title. in force. and which may oe wide
enou~h to admit of what .K \V. G. may show beinf.
included in the complete to follow such pro\·isiona ,
in which case E. \V. G. would be nowhere, unless
he could prove that the prior applicant had appro·
printed liis in:rention, and that his provisional did
110t fairly comprise it. It is not needed in a pro·
dsional to give all the details that are absolutely
essential in a complete. but merely surh a general
description as shall sn.tisfy the examiners of the
identity of the in " ention described in the complete.
According to the "popular" idea. any in vcntor or
intending patentee is nt on ce qualified. hadn g
made an "in\·ention," to know, understand, and
cart·y out all t.he proceedings needed to obtain a
sound and Yalid patent, in the right and proper
manner required for this purpose. lt is needless t o
lLS:>me E. \V. G. that this- like most "popular"
ideas-is very far from the truth : and we can only
pity those who 1We foolish enough to be led a way
by such erroneous notions.-U. E.
R e pairing Barometer .-:i\[F.RCURY.-You rlid
not. go far wrong in your attempts to clean and
refill the tube with m e 1·cury. Your ditliculties
arose more from want of practice nnd the knack
acquired onl> through this. thn.u from mistakes in
the process adopted. It is only when o. tube appears
to be smeared with mercury, nnd has a grey,
metnllic appearance inside, tbn.t is is necessary to
clean it with dilute nitric ncid. 'rhe ncid should be
diluted with distilled water, and the tube rinsed
with distilled water. ·when this hns been done,
and the water drained ont., introduce a little pure
alcohol n.nd drain this out; then warm the tube
carefully, beginning at the clo.scd end, and drive
out all traces of moisture with the last few drops of
alcohol. 'rhc mercury, when dropped on ~~ clean
chiuu. plate, shoulu run about m bright r ound
globules wit hout soiling the plate: if the drops
dl·ag, and leave a grey trail behind them, the
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mercury is not puro. nor clean enough for the
CASSELL'S TECHNICAL MANUALS.
pur pose. There should be no scum on the surface.
'L'he mercury should be filtered throug:h fine pi nholes mude in chamois leather after 1t has been AppUed Mechanics. By Sir R. S. BALt., F.R.S. os.
clettned ttnd dried. nuless it is pure and fresh ly Bric:kta:srers, Drawing for. 3$.
rlist.Hled. Aftet· this, it should be heated in a glass Building Conatruc:tf.on. 2S.
beaker to expel the last trace of moisture before it Cabinet Makers, Drawtnc for. 35·
is introduced into the wa1·m tube. As the mercury
has to expel air from the closed end of the tube, it Carpenters and Joiners, Drawing !or. 35- 6d.
must be iut1·oduced to this part drop by drop, so as Gothic Stonework. 35to allow the air to escape.. You did quite right in Handrailing and Stalrc:a.sing, 35- 6<1.
shaking the mercury in wa.rm. 'rhe last traces of
air are expelled by heating the closed end of the Linear Drawtnc and Practical Geometry. :zs.
tube O'i'er a spirit u~mp, and boiling the mercury, Linear Drawing and Proje ction. Two Vols. in One.
35. 6<1.
inch by inch, throughout the tube. The process
will go on more smoothly as you acquire skill by Mac:binists and Engineers, Drawing for. 45- 6<1.
experience.-G. E. B.
Metai·Plate Workers, Drawing for. 35Price of Dynamo Castings. - A MATEUR. AppiX to Mr. S. Bottone, Wallington, Surrey, or t o Model DrawiJlg, 35·
Mr. ""· Bowron, 93, Praed Street, London, W ., for Ortho~P"&pb.ical and laometrtcal ProJection. 25.
price of 20 c.p. dynamo castings. Y ou will get Practical Perspective. 35them as eh enply from those gentlemen as trom any Stonemaaons, Drawing for. Cloth, ss.
one else in the trade.-G. lJ:. B.
Brass Bearings.-CARDlFF No. 2.-Brass is not S:vstematlc Drawing and Shadintr. 25.
used by good engin eers, 01' consider ed satisfactory
for bearings. Gun-metal is the term applied to t he
compound used for this purpose, and in many cases
MANUALS OF TECHNOLOGY.
the •· brasses," as they at·e technically tem1ed, are
"bush ed" or li ned with white m etal, such as what
is known as "Babbitt's" metal or other nearly EDITED BY PROF. AYRTOH, f.R.S., AH ORICHARD WORM~Ll, O.SC., M.A.
si milar compounds, and, if carefully looked after, The Dyein~e of Textile Fabrics. By Prof. J. ].
are found to give very sat.isfactory results in pracHUM MEL, F.C.S. With Numerous Diagrams. Sevenrh l bOil·
sand. ss.
tice. The production of bearings for machinery of
the required hardness is obtained by the materials SteEll a.nd Iron. By WtLLtAM HENRY GREEr-:wooo,
used for the purpose and the proportions employ~d
F.C.S., M.l.M.E. etc. With 97 Diagr.ms from Orit:inal Work·
of each. Gun-metal may be made of the following
ing Drawings. Fi!tb Edition. ssmaterials in or about the following porp ortions : Spioning Woollen a.nd Worsted. By W. S.
Brist.ol brass, 112lbs. ; ?.inc. U lbs, ; till, 7 lbs. ; taking
BRIGHT MCLAREN, 1\l.P., Worsted Spinner. Wllh 6) Diacare to put in the most fusible of the m etals last.
grams. Second Edition. 45- 6<1.
Common brMs used for casting consists of 20 lbs. Cutting Tools. By Prof. H. R. SMITH. With I-f
copper, H lbs. zinc. 2t lbs. of tin. Yellow brass is
Folding Plates and 51 Woodcuts. Third Ednion. JS. 6d.
made by melting 30 lbs. zinc with 70 lbs. cop per.
Hard brass for casting consists of 25 parts copper, Practical Mechanics. By Prof. J . PERRY, M.E.
With Numerous Illustrations. Th~rd Edition. 35· 6<1.
2 parts of zinc, and 4~ of tin. Yellow brass for
turning is made of 20 parts of COJlper, 10 pa:i't;S:of Design in Textile Fabrics. By T. R. AsHBNKuRsT.
Witb 10 Coloured Plates ;u~d 1o6 Oiai{TOUI$. Third Edition. 4$. 6<1.
zinc, and 1 to 5 ozs. of lead, which 1s the best metal
put into the pot. Ordinary "pot" metal is made of Watch and Clock Making. By D. Gt.Ascow, Vice·
3 parts of lead added to 8 of copper. White metal
l'resident, Briti>h Hor~logicallustitute. Second Edition. 4$. 6<1.
s made by melting 2i lbs. zinc, i lbs. copper, 8 lbs.
antimony; and, when these prop ortions a.re melted CASSELL & COMPANY, LtMlTED, Lttdg-ate Hilt, Lemt/Qn.
add 72 lbs. tin.-C. E.
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III. - QUESTIONS SUBMITTED TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Chuck.-IGNORAMUS wishes to k n ow the best and
cheapest w ay to go to work to make an oval chuck
for wood turn ing in nn 8 in. lathe.
Hair 011.-X. Y. Z.-Could any reader give m e
a recipe for m aking a good cheap h air oil for sale 1
Bread Cutter.- JEAN writes:-" Will a ny of
our readers kin dly tell me how to make a loafslicing machine 1"
IV.-QUESTIONS .A."SWERED BY COHRESPONDENTS.
Xy1onite.-L. S. M. /Bishop Auckland) writes
in reply to BEAVERSTOWN (see page 286) :-'' I have
got this in small quantities from C. F. Mearing,
33, Sidmouth Street, Gray's I nn Road, London. If
he does not now supply it, rou can gl!t it through
a chemist.''
Glacial D ecoratlons.-M. (Bislu>p A 1tcklandl
writes in reply to J . H . (Sal/ord)(see page 286):-"I
have remcved these by spon~ngwitb bot water, a nd
scraping them off. They will require n. litUe time
to soften.''
Camera.-R. M. (London, S.E.) writes in reply
to BoY SoRTER (see p. 206, No. 117, Vol. llL):-" 1
would advise BoY SORT~;R to in vest in a L ancaster's ' Mer,·eilleux' camera set, at 2l s. T his is the
best value for the money I know of, the set being
well turned out, and consisting or camer a, slide,
excellent achromat-ic lens, and stand with brass
top. •ro Ket anything cheaper than this would be
false economy. (2) I can recommend Hepworth's
" Photographf for Amateurs " (Cassell & Co., Ltd.)
and " Burton s Modern Photography " (Piper &
Car ter ,. Both books are published at one shilling.
F or a beginner the former isi perhaps, the bett er ,
as, besides b eing very lucid y w ritten, technir.al
t erms are a voided. (3) .As to what a.re the best dry
p lates, opinions may differ. Personallr, I use
Ilford's, and a m very satisfied with t hem.'
Sealing Wa.x.- M . (Bishop A uckl and) writes, in
reply to J. C. (Chelsea) (see p. 206, No. 117, V ol. Ill.):
- "'!'his is made by melting t ogether four parts of
w h ite or bleached shellac, one p art of Venice
turpentin e, a.od one part (or more, if required) of
white lead. Stir well togotber, and when melted,
roll upon a marble slab (heated underneath) with a
Riece of hard wood till nearly of the right size, and
finish by rolling between two mll.l'ble slabs (cold).
'l'o polish the outside, slowly turn the sticks between
two cha-rcoal fires till the outside mt'lts. For square
or oval shapes, cast the wax in steel m oulds."
V. -BRIEF ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. l
Questions bBTe baeo rec:<"ivrd from tbe fotlowlog cor respondents. audaoswers ooly awnita~c:ein S IJOI'. upon wbicb tbere

IS J'<rl'At 1>resa1>re:-T. L. (Linr..,lnl; F. M. (.Port&eal: W. J. E.
\Stl/fo•·d): A. E. S. t IVootton Baa8tU); 0. T. <Edinburgh);
ltR.\RKR: T. J. 8. (Durham); 8. T . C.s'~-loek.t): H. F. B .
(Bnrking); STII!IOIL: MI0!\0: J, M. (Htbbllr>W1l·7'Jine}; q. T.
(b'dinbur{lh) ; A. R. (Scorntr): J. W. (York!; J. S. (l'imlico);
A WOULD-BB DKCORATOR; H. H. (P(nabury1 B.O.); 0. 0. E .
(Lincol>ll: Cunn:; You:<o; F. M. (PorUmouth): H. B (Lon.dnll, W.l; T . .R. B. (Biavdon..cn·7'vn~l; 0. & M. 'London, N.);
PKOTOORAPH; E. T. (Han~Uwort/1); J , T. 8. (SMDfekt); J. A. 8.
(EnJleltt); J. o. H. (Wand•aoorth).
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SALE AND EXCHANGE.
Lettering and Slgn-Writtng made Eas y.Also full-size diagrams for marking out eight alphabets.
only xs.-F. Cout..TKARD, Darlington Street, Bath (late
Bournemouth). xoo Decorators' Stencils (6o large sheets),
2S.

6d.

Fret, Carving, a.nd R~po'!lsse ~atterns.
of either, !ull-s,ze, xs.; 300 Turmng D~1gns, ts. ; 400
small Stencils, xs.; soo Shields, Monograms, &c., xs., post•
age free.-F. COULTKARD, Darlington Street, Bath.
Picture Moulds.-xs to 25 per cent. saved. Send
for wholesale list, one stamp.-DENT's, Importers, Tarnworth.
(6R
The Universal Amateur Exchange.-:Electrical, Optical, Mechanical, Chemical, .Photographic:, e!c:·
Established 1862. Catalogues, 2d.-A. CAPLATzr, Chemes
ls R
Street, Bedford Square.
Who's Lunt ?-Why, the Best Man for Joiners' T?'?ls,
of warranted quality. Send stamp for our Seventh Ed1110n
Reduced .Price List.-LONT, Tool Merchant, 297, H:1ckney Road, London, E.
[9 R
Joiners' Tool List, post free.-BooTK BROTHERS,
Tool Makers, Dublin.
(xo R
Walker Bros., Leed&- Mail·calt wheels and axles.
t oo

(n R

Buyers of Lathes, Drilling l\l:lc:hines, a!'d all
kinds of En~;ineers' and Amateurs' Tools, are advtsed to
put orders 111 hand before the. busy sea~on.- Call .at
BRITANNIA Co., xoo' Houndsd1tch, London, Or wnte
Britannia \Vorks, Colchester.
Victor Cycle Co., Grimsby, sell Mail Cart Wheels. l3 R
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